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Social Committee Chairman
Elected; Pr.o bationary Status

by Bonnie Gorczyka
A new chairman to the social com mi ttee, Leo Puenta, was
elected at the Student Council meeting Friday, February 16, on
a probationary basis.
This move was due to the
resignation of Chuck Ross who
had been the Social Committee
cha irman this year. After an initial evaluation of the p roblems of
the social committee, Ray
Parente, President of Student
Organization asked Chuck Ross
for his resignation.
According to Ray Parente, he
became aw are of the prob lems
of t he Social Commi tt ee as fa r
back as the fi rst All-Co ll ege party. It seems that the Social Committee had a very limited staff
with Chuck Ross as chairman,
and Micki Egan as treasurer. This
made the management and
smootheness o f the parties very
difficult.
Internal problems became apparent to those in the Student
Org. offices. Room reservations
were being made very late, liquor licenses were being obtained sometimes only the day
before the parties, beer deliveries were being made to the
wrong places, (at one point the
beer was delivered to Ray
Parente's office because no one
from the Social Committee was
around to receive it). Another

important problem was that
vouchers weren' t being signed
on time which resulted in bills
being paid late.
There were also many external
problems that were appa rent.
qscurity, for one, was very poor.
Minors and outsiders were getting into parties and were caus-,
ing prob lems. On several occasions roo ms were broken in to
an d mu ch dam age had occured.
Also, due to poor advertisement of the last All-College party
there was a very poor turnout.
On this occasion the small crowd
became too rowdy, because the
ratio of beer to the number of
people attending the party was
too great. Beer was being thrown
around by the students attending the party as well ·as the
students serving the beer.
At the Executive Board meet· ing of December 7, Parente
decided to take action. He spoke
of the fact that the Social Committee was not doing a good job,
and that personnel is not coordinated enough.
The Executive Board
suggested that a committee of
students be formed to help the

Social Co m mittee o f CC B,
w ithout anymore A ll-Coll ege
parti es to be held unt il t hi s committee is for med . The committee's d uties wo uld be to investigate Sec ur ity, ad missi o ns ,
fi nances and advertisi n g. As o f
yet, this committee h as not been
formed.
Ray Parente, aft er spea k ing to
Chuck Ross in depth, asked fo r
his resignat ion. According to
Pa rente, Ross has a full -time job
and realized he did not have the
time to put into the job with the
limited staff he had, and Ross
submitted his resignation .
Parente also stated that in their
discussion Ross said he knew the
problems were there, and if they
couldn 't get anyone else to take
the job, he would do the best
that he could. Ross was unavailable for comment.
At the Student Council meeting Friday, a new Social Committee chairman was elected.
Parente stated, " It is the budgetary period and someone has to
sign their budget or it can' t be
processed." <>- •
Two names, Gary Bleemer and
Tom Durkin, were brought up at
the Executive Board meeting
prior to Council. Parente, after
speaking to Bleemer, said,

Issue ...

Native
Americans

" Bleemer didn 'tthink he had the
time and declined the nomination." Tom Durkin accepted the
nomination. With the floor open
to nominations by council, Leo
Puenta, a Student Council
member, was nominated.
The vote went as follows: Durkin-7, Puenta-12, and PNV-12.
Leo Puenta was elected as the
new Social Committee Chair-

Paul Edelen, student representative to the Board of Trustees, at the
Feb. 16 Council meeting in which he announced that he would not
seek re-election.

by Carlos de Sa
Tw o vacant Ju nior class council seats were filled with the election o f new members at the Feb.
16 session o f Student Council.
Faili ng o nce again to reach
quoru m after the initial call of
t he roll, the meeting was delayed
at least fifteen minutes. Quorum
was barely attained with t he
tard y arrival of three counci l
members.
Fo ur names were placed into
nomination for the Junior class
seats : Fred Raimoudi Russel C.
Stokes Jerry Zimme,rman and
'
'

Snow Closes Coll e ge

The first of a series of articles focusing on the
problems
of
Native
Americans.
Pages ·

• **

Miss Margarida

Her provokement and
insults to the audience
brought constant involvement and enjoyment throughout the
play.
Review Page 9

man. He was advised to talk to
Gus Cero, Business Manager, to
explain the procedure and Micki
Egan offered her help and the
committee files in her office.
Parente said that now that a
new chairman has been elected,
Council will begin to set up a
committeetoredefinetheduties
of the social committee, and
look for the root of its problems.

Junior Seats

Faculty Senate

***

re

Council Fills

In This

Pro fessor
Socarras ,
for mer Senate President, is critical of its role.
Page 5

Photo by Ralph J\b

Leo Puente wu elected Social Committee Chairman after Chuck
Ross was asked to resign by Student Org. President Ray Parente.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Kean College awoke Monday morning to a near blizzard snowstorm which left 1Sinches of snow on the
campus grounds and cancelled classes in the wake.
.
.
.
Meanwhile Armand Brilliante's maintenance crew was sent out mto the field armed with plow trucks,
snow blower;, and shovels. Paths were cleared with d~ffic.u~y.
.
.
. .
But the worst is yet to come: the great melt-down which will follow a period of mild weather and rising
temperatures.

Joe Sabatino .
Raimoudi, t he highest votegetter on the first show of hands,
gained a seat. The vote was :
Raimoudi , 19; Stokes, 6;
Zimmerman, 5; and Sabatino, 1.
The second round placed
Stokes over the top with 19 votes
as well. ·Zim merman received 8
votes, and Sabati no, zero.
Some counci l members exp ressed confusion at having to
vote tw ice. Accordi ng to cou ncil
rep. Pau l Rod gers, the p rocedure was "unfair" and the rep resel)tatives should be the first and
se~ond placed nominees of the
first election.
Student Org. president Ray
Parente explained that council
was voting for two separate seats.
Therefore, a separate election
was requ ired for each position .
A proposed amendment to
section 3 of the Student Organ:.
ization Constitution governing
the election o f the U.S.S.A.
Coordinator generated heated
debate and had finally to be
tab led.
The amendment su bmitted by
USSA
Coordinator
Lillian
Marrero proposed to delete section 3 which states that " the Assistant USSA Coordinator shall
be the candidate wi t h the second
highest n umber of votes in the
election for the USSA Coordin ato r."
Marrero moved to replace it
w ith t he fo llowing : " The Assistan t USSA Coord inator shall be
an elected position with can- didates running for the title o f
Assistant Coordinator."
Treasurer Gus Garcia pointed
out that a candidate might gain
the position of Assistant Coord inator. constitutionally as a
write-~n.

Page 2
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Newsbeat
Budget Hearings
Public hearings for campus services and campus media groups will
be held on February 27, 1979, College Free Hour in t he Grill Room in
the Co llege Center.
. All cha irperson s and treasurers are req u ired to attend for t heir particu lar funded group. Th e fol lowin g are campus services gro u ps :
College Center Board , Communicat ion-H elp Cent er, D ay Ca re
Center, Un ited States Student Association , Residen ce Hall Associ ation , Social Committee, Squires First Aid Squad, and Townsend Lecture Series.
The following groups are campus media: Grubstreet Writer , Independent, KCTV, and WKCU Radio.
. Student government committees and departmental and special
mterest clubs will have their publi c hearings on March 6, 1979
College Free Hour in th e Grill Room .

• ••

Tuition Rally
Th,e SGA (Stude~t Government Association) of Montclair State
College, is sponsoring a tuition rally outside the student center at
Montclair on February 22, from 10 a.m. to 2 p .m ., to protest the projected $64 tuition hike proposed by Governor Byrne.
Petitions and addresses of senators and assemblymen who will
have to consider and vote on _the bill will be available inside the
student center, and the participants will be urged to write letters
proposing the tuition hike.
There will also be a statewide tuition rally in Trenton sponsored by
the NJSA on February 26. For more information contact Fra n k Cosolito, chairman of the tuition task force and vice-president of the SGA
at 893-4202.
'

•••

Recruitment Schedule
Each month, from O ctober th ro ugh May, compa n ies, government agencies, and grad ua te schools will se nd represent at ives to
Ke an College cam pus to interview int erested sen io rs. Stud ent s
sh_ou ld contact the O ff ice of Career Plan ni ng and Placem ent if the y
wish to part1c1 pate in our recruitme nt progra m .
The foll owing is o u r schedule fo r Feb ruary and M arch, 1979:
2/ 22/ 79 Alle rgan Pharmaceut ica ls, 2/26/79 Pi zzagalli Constru ctio n Com pan y, 2/ 28/ 79 Sterns De partment Store, 3/ 1/ 79 Dun &
Bradstreet, 3/ 6/ 79 Bell La bora tories , 3/ 7179 Mutual Benefit Life Insu ra nce, 3/ 8/ 79 Jo hn Hancock Ins ura nce, 3/ 13/ 79 Meldisco, 3/ 15/79
Equitabl e Li fe Insurance, 3/20/ 79 Ca nad a Li fe In su rance , 3/22/79 N.J.
YMHA-Y WHA Camps , 3127179 Pa rsi ppan y-Troy H ills Schoo ls, an d
3130179 Cento Industries.

• ••

"The Meaning of Ambivalence"
The Kean College Townsend Lectu re Series opens its spring
semester on February 26 with Professor Joan Stambaugh of Hunter
College discussing " The Meaning of Ambivalence. " The free lecture,
open to lN!-11>Ublic, will be held in Kean's Hutchinson Hall (Room 1100) at 12:15 P.M.
A professor of Philosophy at Hunter College, Dr. Stambaugh is the
athor of Nietzsche's The Eternal Return and is working on a forthcoming book on the role of the. irrational in human existence.

•'

..

Angela Davis To Speak
Angela Davis , co-chairman of the National Alliance Against Racial
and Political Repression, will deliver a lecture entitled," Perspectives
on America," in the Wilkins Theatre of Kean College on February 27
a~ 8:~ P._M . Free tickets will be available to the public following prior
drstnbutron to Kean College students. Ticket information can be obtained by calling Kean 's Student Activities Office at 527-2044.

•••
New Dawn Arts Collective

The New Dawn Arts Collectives and Community Gallery will
present on the Wednesday, February 26 as part of the " Art For Lunch
Bunch" series an excerpt from " Cycles. " A multi-media presentation, "Cycles" involves the emotional responses of women during
their menstrual cycle through visual self-portraits.
Blondell Cummings, the originator and dancer/ choreographer,
with Madeline Keller , poet , will present this program at 12:15 and
1 :15. Although for and about women , this program is not for women
only. The New Dawn Arts Collective and Community Gallery are
both located at 1140 East Jersey St., Elizabeth, N.J . It is free ·to the
public and refreshments are served .

•••
English Dept. Film Series

The English Department will sponsor a program of three noted
American and English films featuring the adolescent in conflict with
himself, his peers, society and the law, commencing February 28. The
series includes : " The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner,"
Wednesday, February 28 at 3:00 and 8:00 p .m .; " The Winalow Boy,"
March 28at 3:00and8 :00p .m .; " The Member of the Wedding," April
25 at 3:00 p.m . only. The films will be shown in Room )100 Hutchinson Hall .
The first film, " The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner"
features British stage and screen actor Tom Courtney, and concerns
an adolescent in a school for delinquent boys who seeks revenge
against his superiors and society in a cross country track event .
A p;mel of Kean College faculty members and selected individuals
from the community will participate in an informal discussion of each
film .
Discussants for the first film will be : Dr. Dan Di Salvi and Dr. Bonnie
Kind , (Psychology Dept.) , Dr. Charles Fethe, (Philosophy Dept. ), and
Dr. Kevin Larsen , (chairman , English Dept.). .
Dr. Charles Fethe , Dr. Bonnie Kind , Dr. Dan DiSalvi and Mr. Jerome
Krueger (city attorney , Linden) , wil-l discuss " The Winslow Boy. "
Mrs. Ellen Curcio, (affirmative action ), Mrs. Betty Levin (Psychotherapist and fam i ly counselor), Dr. Bernard Weinstein , (English
Dept.) , and Dr. Robert Zito (Psychology Dept.), will discuss " l he
Member of the Wedding. "
Professor Sidney Krueger, English Department, is chairperson of
the series offered in conjunction with the course " Literature for the
Adolescent. "
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ews Commentary

--e· ht Room Revisitedby Dava Singh Welner

weight room improved. Rather,
it continues to deteriorate at an
increasingly rapid rate. The small
amo unt o f eq u ipm ent that is
the re is literally h eld togethe r by
the nu ts and bolts b rought in by
students w ho do wh at t hey can
to _keep it from fall ing apart .

Coach Ray Murphy and Director of Athletics Hawley Waterman.
M urph y, real izi ng t hat the
weight room was, as he put it
"gross ly inadequate," said there
was not much he could do
without the cooperation of the
Phys. Ed . athletics and adminisThe matter wa s brought o nce
tration . He m entioned that he
more to t he attenti on of Foot ball
wa s ashamed to show any poten ti al footba ll recr u its t h e fa ci lities, and that several mem bers
have already paid to join clubs
outs ide the school.
Mr. Waterman , admitting the
issue had been sidetracked,
made arrangements for a new
meeting to be held this week to
revive efforts that were started
last semester. Although he made
no promises as to what would be
done, he did indicate that he
would strive for some sort of
solution.
The major complaints are: 1.
the room is too small, 2. there is
not enough equipr.,ent, 3. poor
ventilation , 4. the overall shabbiness o f the room itself. If you
think abo ut it, solve problem #1
and the rest will take care of
itself. With a larger room , more
space for more equ ipmen t
would be available and ventilati on wo uld improve immediately. Cons i,.o - ~ t hat the stude nts,
faculty, vari o _~ sports teams (th e
football tea m alone numbers
over 100), and the Phys. Ed. Dept.
al l use that tiny room in the back
Photo by Jos e Salas
Athletic Director liawley Waterman made immediate arrangements o f CSW . You might be able to get
for a new meeting though he gave no guarantees that a solution 50 students in a phone booth,
but not in the weight room .
could be reached.
Last October an article
appeared in the Independent
co nce rn ing th e poo r co nd it ions
in th e weight roo m . It m ade
ment ion o f a meeti ng to take
place with in two week s of t hat
art icle to see what could be don e
to improve the facilities. That
meeting never took pla ce.
Nor have the condition s of t~e

-------!'W-.::,~

Rehab counselor who is responprovided as much training as is
by Sherri Ginsberg
sible for establishing a training
needed to qualify for the occuVeterans who believe they
program. The counselor inducts
pation agreed upon by the
may have a service connected
the individual into training in a
d isability, , but haven 't had it veteran and the VA counselor. In
suitable facility and maintains
classitied as such by the VA, most cases, training will not expersonal
contact
with
the
should apply for a disability clas- ceed 48 months, but more may
disabled veteran throughout the
sitication at the campus Office of be provided under certain cirtraining period .
Veteran
Affairs.
Interested cumstances. Seriously disabled
Mr. Vence added that veterans
veterans should contact Steve veterans may need additional
are usually only eligible for Voe
Vence, Veterans Affairs Coor- training to overcome the limitaRehab for nine years following
tions imposed by their service
dinator.
separation from active duty. The
To be eligible for a service connected disability according
Veterans Affairs Coordinator
connected disability classifica- to the Veterans Affairs Coorconcluded by encouraging any
tion the veteran would have to · dinator.
veterans who feel they may
Through the Yoe Rehab
have been disabled by injury or
qualify for the program to condisease incurred in or aggra- program the VA pays for training
vated by active service in the line expenses, including tuition , fees, tact him at the -OVA at 527-2028.
We would also like to remind
ot duty. Disability ratings range books, supplies, and equipveterans that any time you drop a
trom zero to 100%, with a mon- ment, and provides a monthly
credit load you should report it
thly coryipensation rate for subsistence allowance. This is in
to the VA office or it could result
veterans with a 10% or more addition to any compensation or
in delayed monies. Also any
rating . A less than 10% rating car- other benefits to which the
ries no monthly compensation veteran may be entitled . Mr. veteran with problems concerning veterans should ca l l 527-2028
but may be valuable by making Vence explained that each
or 2029 .
the veteran eligible for low cost veteran is also assigned a Voe
GI
lite
insurance, priority
medical care, and protects the
veteran
against
future deterioration of the injury or
illness.
Steve Vence explained that
certain veteran s with a greater
than 12% servi ce conne cted disability may also be eligible for
the Vocational Rehabilitation
(Voe Rehab) program. Veterans
The Institute of Paralegal Studies is now enrolling
interested in applying for the
students for the Spring and Fall terms.
Voe Rehab program can pick u p
• Spring Term starts March 12, 1979
a VA for 22-1900 (D isabled
Veterans Application for Voca• Conveniently located in Linden, 2 miles from
tional Rehabilitati o n ) at th e camExit 136 on the Parkway, and Exit 13 on the Turnpike
pu s OVA , in the Kean bu ildin g.
• Approved by the State of N .J., Dept. of Education
Following the fi lin g o f t he VA
22-1900 with th e VA , the ve tera n
• Taught by practicing attorneys
wil l be called in fo r an examina• Classes held Monday and Wednesday evenings
tion b y t he VA to see if th e qu alit ications tor vocat io nal rehab ili and Saturda y mornings
ta t ion are met. ~teve Ven ce conREGISTER NOW!
t inu ed . Under the pro gram the
CALL 486-0404 for information and a bulletin (Mon.-Fri. 9
VA determ ines if t he ve teran
a.m.-5 p .m .) ,
need s trainin g to overcom e th e
eftect ot the servi ce connected
disability.
Disabled veterans t rain ing
under the voe rehab program are

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED AN
EDUCATION IN THE
PARALEGAL FIELD?
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Roll Call
1

by Kevin Paul Perrine
. Last week's newspaper headlines can provide readers with
important information pertaining to the current power struggle
in "petrol-rich " Iran. However,
there may be serious international repercussions caused by
troubles ir1 another area of the
world which have been ·overshadowed, in the press, by
coverage .of the Iranian situation.
· Attention should be focused
on the entire global political environment. So, Americans must
keep a watchful eye on the
border conflicts which are now
occurring between China and
Vietnam .
According to United Press
.Jnternational , both China and
Vietnam have accused one
another of "launching new attacks across their border." The
Chinese foreign ministry stated
that the Vietnamese have recently crossed over the border to
plant explosive landmines on
Chinese soil. The Vietnamese
have also (allegedly) attacked
two Chinese trains and have
killed over a dozen ChinE>4.e
people. On the other hand, the
Vietnam News Agency has
charged that the Chinese have
engaged in mortar attacks on a
Vietnamese border village.
The border war between
China and Vietnam_was ignited
by the Vietnamese invasion of
Cambodia on Christmas Day last
year. The Chinese-backed Cambodian regime of Pol Pot was
forced to flee from the capital in
Phnon Penh to the outlying
jungles. The Pol Pot regime was
replaced by a Viet-installed
government which is headed by
Heng Samrin. Samrin has sent a
delegation of diplomats to Moscow in what may possibly be an
attempt \o \egi\\mize his regime

in Cambodia.
Hopefully this international
border conflict can be resolved
by all of the parties involved. The
United Nations General Assembly and Security Council must act
responsibly to alleviate the ten-

PROUD. Helps Orientation

by R. Carlos Stokes
The
PROUD (Puerto Rican)
sions amongst the Chinese,
organization of Kean College in
Cambodians and Vietnamese.
Although the Pol Pot govern- cooperation with Aspira Inc. of
ment was forced out of Phnom Paterson, N.J., sponsored its first
Penh , b;- the Vietnamese, the orien_tation program for over
United Nations still recognizes seventy-five potential college
~ol Pot's delegates as the legit- bound 'students.
The orientation program held
imate represeptatives (of Demo-"
February 15 on the Kean College
crat1c Kampuchea, which is Pol
Pot's name for what we call Cam- campus hosted students from
John f . Kennedy High School in
bodia).
The interdependent nature of Paterson and Passaic High School
today's world politics may cause in Passaic.
With the cooperation of a
every nation to be interested in
major international conflicts. number of. college administraAmericans should pay attention tors and faculty, the students
to the problems which have sur- were given a full tour of the Kean
faced in the Indochina zone. We College campus and its facilities.
Instructional
Resource
must alfo be aware of the pos- The
sible long range effects which Center and the Health Services
may result by coming to the aid department also provided miniaof one _side or another in any ture tours for the visiting
students.
international dispute.
"The p,i:.ogram itself ran very
In closing, I hope that some (at smoothly and the students parleast one) student will follow the ticipating showe·d a lot of interest
in the dormitories, the Theater
events of international politics
and formulate ' their own for Performing Arts and the
gym," stated David Diaz, the
opinions about foreign policy.
president of PROUD.
final Note: Roll Call deals with
Diaz explained further that the
law and all levels of politics; from orientation program had a
international, national and state number of goals his organizapolitics all · the way down to tion wants to achieve.
ROUD
student.government. Please look
P
wants to recruit more
for my report on the Ira Pesnik Hispanic students to Kean
College, and also show the
story in the weeks to come.

1

. .

I

.
D •d •
.
Photo by Joe Leatherwood
av, . Diaz, pres1denl of PROUD, explained lhe objectives of hit
organization in the orient.ation.
II · ,
co ege s varied and special
College beyond the problems of
progra~s. PROUD also hopes to
emphasize the significance of
h
t e o~ganization
not only
academically, but socially and
culturally as _wel_l.
· .
The organization also believes
that ro
f h.
.
h
p gra_ms ? t is nature wrll
I
th
e p to marntam e. number of

The HomeSieader

expected decreases in enrollment.
" The program itself was very
successful and significant in that
a number of students who took
part in it want to come back ,·ndividually to have their questions answered further," con-

eluded

ma,

Campus Housing Consumer G"ommentary

I srnc~rely hope all you residents are keeping bundled up
because it truly has been cold
out. It's been so cold ...... (You
really didn't expect me to complete that hackneyed line).
Anyway I'm sure you all get my
meaning.
.
Frrs~ of a1I I would like to take
thi~ opportunity to tha~k those
residents who have written
me.
·
h'
ecause
o
your
rnputs
t 1s
f
B
week's column will address your
particular · topics. The Homesht ea d er 'daims to dp 1easel Keep
.
t os~ •. eas an
suggestions
coming m. .
As stated rn the last graphJhis

week 's column will addres
_
tain t .
d s cer
st
numbe~~f!etts~g~e e . ~ a
1
week. Ho efu~ s /:\~ive ~st
formative for alinteres~ ~e '":
ties.
e par
Th f
.
"old eb irsbt t~p•ch cohncerns an
uga oo t at asn't been
mentioned in quite awhile but
nonetheless it affects a, fai amount of us who care ·
r
The residents (who shall
remain anonymous) was
concerned. about the daily ma,·n tenance rn her building · Ap parently s~e believes that the
person who cleans up the building is "incompetent." Particu-

ABilalian
, Perspective
Kamau Jackson lmani will be
unable to write his column for a
couple o ( issues, so it will be
guest-written by Byron Still,
president of the Third World
Movement.
by Byron Still
There have been a couple of
articles written about me, one by
· Renaldo Stokes of the lndependenl Staff, the other by James
Ellis, Editor in Chief of Expressions. They have both given
accurate accounts of my ideas
and feelings on the proper running of the Third World
Movement Organization .
Therefore, this is only to serve
as an addition to what they have
written. To inform you of some
of the shall we say " under the
, table" happenings.
I would like to thank all of the
people who have come to me to
thank me and accredit me with
the successful way the organiza- .
tion now appears to be moving. I
modestly (a joke) and honestly
believe I deserve the praise
because I alone was responsible
for 90% of the programming and
all the paper work required to set
these things in motion.
However there are a lot of
people who indirectly had a
large part in this projected
success. If " Behind every good
man there is a great woman " well
I'd like to make it known that

-

Karen Hillman exemplifies this to
the max, because without her
moral support I may have called
it quits by myself. ·
She is not the only person who
helped me go on ; there are two
others who contributed a lot.
The first is Kevin Reddick whom I
saw go half crazy . trying to give
200% of himself into what
appeared to be a losing effort.
The students here at Kean let
Kevin down and did a terribly
1;1njust thing by n~t giving him,
us, yourselves the backing that
was owed.
In Kevin we had a very strong
person who with just a little
cooperation could have put this
organization in the path we all
want to see it going. Part of my
strength comes from the fact that
I saw Kevin put so much effort
and get so many headaches trying to form this organization
right that I can't sit back and let
his, mine, and the feelings of '
very fe-.v others who really cared,
go unanswered.
Last but not least, Chris Cottle
left the organilation officially to
pursue personal outside goals.
He then continued to show such
a devoted interest and concern
in seeing that things cor:)_tinued
to build as they did when he was
in office to.the point that regardless of how the other 2000 plus
students felt, I had to make an

honest attempt as a tribute to this
backing.,
All the attempts that I, Byron

Still, am making to have this organization build properly and
hopefully all lhe success I have,
which I hope cannot be
measured, I attribute Kevin,
Chris and Karen as being -the
force behind lhem. Th.ank you.
I would also like to take this
time to thank all the students
who are now overwh~lmingly
me with support and help. I desperately need it and more,
because without you we will
have a foundation and nothing
built on it.
Please keep it coming drown me with it. Let me, at the
end of the semester, and let the
presidents to follow me, have so
many honest, dc·dicated supporters and workers that a small
part of the reason our funds have
tripled is because we now need
$1~. for awards. By that time,
the rnner award you will feel will
be so intense a certificate, plaque or trophy will just be a little
something extra, but in the
meantime, if that is what will
motivate you, then show·me you
deserve 1t and you can design the
trophy you want .
P.S. Maybe at the conclusion
of the semester I' ll write an entire page of Thank You's.

· •
larly when 1t comes to the cleaning of the laund_ry rooms. Very
seldom as she pointed out in her
letter, are the laundry rooms
cleaned an~ s':"ept.
.
Every building has a marntenance man who works five
days a
k
I · I · h'
wee . e~c us1ve y rn 1s or
her ow~ building. If you ~eel that
the .maintenance man rn your
particular Residence Hall is doing
I0
· b t 11
•H d
R -~ tfhJo ' _e your ea
ces1
marntetanbalncfe
an benh.
e e Ideaccoun
e ormha~
1s
'
·
act ions
or ·rnact1ons,
w h atever
the case may be.
The
letter-writer
also
suggested putting garbage cans
in the laundry rooms. I agree
completely with this suggestion.
Too many times over the
weekend empty boxes of Tide,
Rinso and lint from the dryer
seem to find their way to the
laundry room floor. It seems to
me that the Housing Office
could afford to put some heavy
duty trashcans in the laundry
rooms to help keep them more
tidy. Of course I would hate to
see the trashcans put in the laundry rooms, and then have some
lazy resident dump his or her
personal garbage in it to keep
from hiking to the trash compactor.
I also believe that you are
really on the money Ms. " Letter
Writer" when you suggested that
the elevators should bf mopped
occasionally. I can't remember
how many times I' ve entered
filthy looking and nasty smelling
elevators that could use a good
scrubbing. Let's face it - the lobbies, hallways and elevators are
the first thing seen by visitors, so
they should be clean.
I sincerely hope this . discussion does some good. Thanks for
your inputs Darlene - they are
truly appreciated. I also received
a letter last week from a resident
who was very concerned with
the lack of van service. I mentioned the lack of Van·Service in
last week's column, but I believe
it is a problem that has to be
taken care of soon and merits
more of the Homesteader's
attention.
It has been over two and a half
months since the last Van Driver
was terminated. Many residents
including the person who wrote

ot

me last week, tind the lack Van
service a definite •inconvenience.
Around this time of the year
walking to foodtown to purchase groceries is a hardship that
shouldn' t be forced on any
resident. Is it really that hard to
find someone to drive a \ou.,y

vanl
It seems to me that If Mr. otri
in Personnel can't find someone
off-campus to drive the van, he
should consider offering the job
to a student part-time. I'm sure
some student out there is qualified and could use a few extra
bucks.
If a Van Driver isn't found
soon, I think any resident who
feels inconvenienced should call
Mr. Toth in Personne_l and bug
the hell out of him. The Housing
Office isn 't responsible for hiring
a new Van Driver so to bug them
would be useless. Ho.p efully a
Van Driver can be found before
some resident gets frostbite on
the way to foodtown .
In the recent weeks there has
been a lot of concern about the
water in the Residence Halls. I' m
concerned about the water also.
I know for a fact that it tastes bad.
If any resident can supply me
with any adqitlonal information
about the water problem, I
would appreciate it. I particularly would like to have the
results of a survey that was given
to residents by an unknown person about the,
water problem.
.
.
- Please, whoever did the survey
send the results to the
Homesteader at the Indy office.

Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity

presents

Uncle Ernie's
Stuffed Animal
Sale
Monday, Feb. 26
10 a.m.-3 p.m .
Student Center
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HOckey Recruits

(Continued from page 20)

by The Krones
In the past, WE THE KRbNES
have written several letters to the
Independent expressing our
philosophies. Nobody really
liked them, but the Independent needed filler and would
probably give a column to
anybody, so here we are, like it
or not.
One thing that totally sucks is
that nobody gives you a straight
answer around here. Last wee k
we wan ted t o get some si mple
information and all w e got were
simp letons .
There were notices posted in
several of the res idence -h all s
statin g t hat the w ater w o uld be
turned off at a given t ime for
repairs. We knew t he posted
start ing times w ere o f no valu e
because o f t he reputat io n that
t he maintenance staff has bui lt
up over the past few years.
They have been known to be
off by hours (sometimes even
days) from projected starting
t imes. (It is rumored that the entire maintenance staff only has
one watch, and Armand _won't
let anyone else look at it because
it's his watch and he's the boss) .
As we awoke from o u r
drunken stupor o n the day in
question , we anticipa ted that the
repai rs would be u nd erway and
the wa ter would be tu rned off.
Bu t to our surpri~e the water was
on.
We obvious ly d idn 't kn ow if
the repairs were completed o r
not even started, so we d eci ded
to find out by cont act ing an appropriate author ity, rat he r than
get caught snort in t he midd le of
a shower.
We foolishly believed that
such a simple question would
draw a straight answer. We called
the housing office and got nothing but a Henny '< oungman
routine. When asked if the
repairs had started yet, " Henny "
replied that he didn 't know
because he doesn' t get up that
early.
You want an answer and you·
get a comedian. This clown then
asked if the water was on or off.
When we replied that the water
was presently on, he said " Well if
it's on, then I guess it's working. "

Krone rule number one is
don 't waste your time talk ing to
an idiot, so we thanked him for
his time and his fina r comment
was, " If you want to take a
shower, call your R.A . firs t."
A genuine burst of ignorance.
I'm sure all the R.A.'s woo-Id be
thrilled to learn that the housing
office was instructi ng p eo p le to
call them be fore they took a
show er. We haven't even seen
OL! r R.A. fo r t hree weeks. If we
had to w ait to contact him,
there'd be some mighty smelly
people arou nd here.
Reali zing that the housing offi ce had no idea wh;:it was going
o n, we fig u red th at more than
likely th e maintenance staff
could tell us what we wanted to
know.
Would you believe that when
we contacted them, the official
word wasthattheydidn'tknow if
any repair work had been done

yeH

-

The person we spoke fo said

that the water wa s on and off all
day, but go ahead as usual. Sure,
if the water went off, we 'd be the
first to know . Can you picture it?
What a showerl Wet yourself,
wait 15 minutes for water, shampoo, wait 15 minutes for water,
then rinse.
It's n ice to know that you can
call these people and get su ch
sound advice.
It really sucks that the various
departments o n campus can't
even tell you what's going_on.
Seriously, if t he two peop le we
'falked to had one more stooge,
they' d be famous.

If you wan t a straight answer
from a so-called responsible
department, forget about it. Flip
a coin, take a good guess or
anything, but don 't expect a
straight answer. They don 't do
things that way.
P.S . Let housing shove maintenance where they ' ll do the
most good.

Court Rules Them Illegal

Quotas In Stude nt Gvt?
(CPS) - A federal court has
rules that the University of North
Carolina 's efforts to make sure
blacks and women are represented in student government
amount to reverse d iscrimination .
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals
upheld 1 _its earlier
decision, appealed to the U.S.
Supreme Court and then sent
back to the appeals court for reconsideration, that UNC had
violated two white students'
constitutional rights when it enforced its regulation that the 18member Campus Governing
Council include at least two
men, two women, and two
blacks of either gender. UNC
regulations said that if ·student
elections failed to fill those
quotas, the council president
had to appoint students to fill

them .
Two white ma le students sued
the school when they were
denied seats' on the co u ncil by
the coun cil president's appointments. The appea ls , court first
ruled in favor of the students,
Lawrence Uzzell and Robert Arrington . The university then
appealed the ruling to the U.S.
Supreme Court, which, soon

tender Hunt Patterson Ill , has
been out of action sin ce breaking his left hand in a freak off ice
in c ident
during
vacatio n.
McGardle has survived the loss
of Patterson , frequent chan ges
of linemates and a recent scoring
slump to become one of the
most respected members of the
Express . He possesses all of th e
,ools to become.one o f t he great
ones at Kean College.
This will be a key recruiting
year as Co ach O'Donnell has his
Squires on a f ive year timetable
towards a Division Ill National
Cham p ionship.
Next season
O'Donnell will be without
Kean 's t w o all-time leading
scorers, as Griffin and John
"Lights Out " Lang will graduate.
Two other important players that
will be - lost to graduation are..
hard-hitting defensemen Ed
Cooney and inger John Primivera . Cooney, an intelligent and
reliable player, has been a
steadying influence on the
younger
Squires.
Primivera, I
perhaps typifies the type of
player that fits the " Kean Mold. "
" Prim " as he is known around
Sloan Lounge, is a pl~yer who
was not blessed with exceptional ability. One of the leagues
most fiery players, Prim's hard
work and intense desire have
mad e him a good two-way
hockey player. As the old cliche
goes," He's not p retty but he gets
the job done."
'

celebrated 8iikke ruling, sent the
case back to the lower court for a
new decision.
On Feb. 5, the lower court
determined that UNC had imposed a racial classification on
council me111bership, and as
such had violated tl'te federal
prohibition of racial discrimination . UNC is reportedly considering appealing the decision
again .

Primary Election for Executive Board, U .S.S.A. Coordinator and B.0.T.
Representative. Polls open at 9:00 a.m . and close at 5:00 p .m.

Mon., Mar. 5, 1979

Applications for Class Officers are available in Student Organization Offices in the Student Center Bldg. from 9:00-4 :30 p .m.

Tues;, Mar. 6, 1979

SPEECHES of candidates for Executive Board, U.S.S,A. Coordinator and
B.0.T. Representative to be held in the Snack Bar in College Center
Building.

Thurs., Mar. 8, 1979

final ~lection for Executive Board, U.S.S.A. Coordinator, and B.O.T.
Representatives. Polls open at 9:00 a.m. and close at 5:00 p.m.

Fri., Mar. 9, 1979

Applications for Class Officers close at 4:00 p.m. MANDATORY meeting
of all candidates at 4:30 p.m. in Student Organization Offices. Ballot positions will be assigned .

Thurs., Mar. 15, 1979

Primary El ection for Class Officers . Polls open at 9:00 a.m . and close at 5:00
p.m .

Mon., Mar. 19, 1979

Applications for Studen t Council ava il able in Student Org. Offices in the
College Center Bldg . from 9:00-4 :30 p. m .

Thurs., Mar. 22, 1979

Final Election for Class Officers. Polls open at 9:00 a.m . and close at 5:00
p.m.

Thurs., Mar. 29, 1979
Thurs., Apr. 5, 1979

Mr. Jahn
Industrial Studies Dept
Feb. 27, 1979
1:40 to 2:55 p.m.-J134
All Are Welcome !

I

n~body
asked!
He was in his twenties.
So was she ..
Both were Catholic, unmarried,
prayerful, creative.
Both cared about peqple
and cared for them.

Applications for Student Council close at 4:00 p .m . MANDATORY meeting of all candidates at 4:30 p .m. in Student Org. Offices. Ballot positions
will be assigned.
Primary Election for Student Council. Polls open at 9:_00 a.m . and close at
5-:00 p.m.
Fi nal Election for Student Council. Polls open at 9:00 a.m . and close at 5:00
p.m.

'

How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun?

Applications for Executive Board , U .S.A. Coordinator and B.O.T. Repre- sentative close at 4:00 p .m . MANDATORY meeting of all candidates at
4:30 p .m . in Student Organization Offices. Ballot positions will be assigned .

Thurs., Mar. 1, 1979

· Fri., Mar. 23, 1979

ACM Lecture
Topic: CRT
Speaker:

after handing down its more-

ELECJION DA TES -1979
Fri., Feb. 23, 1979

At thi s time Coach O ' Donnell
is actively recruiting many of the
states f ine high school players.
• One of the best hi gh school
centers in . the state, Ken
Malowsk i, has already decided
to attend Kean. Malowski, from
Columbia High School , is a· solid
two way player with an excellent
shot. Two other centers that have
caught O ' Donnell's eye are Bob
Man cini and Cy Leiberman , both
fro m Cranford, Manci ni is big
and fast, somet hing every coach
looks fo r. Leibern¾iin is a versati le
player who can do it all.
Go od defensemen are hard t0
come by. O 'Don nell cons iders
these prospects as amo ng the
best in th e state. Bill Leppla from
Seton Hall, Tom Tracy from Livingston, Jim Patterson from West
Essex and Steve Dodd from
Montclair-Kimberly Academy.
Some of t-he states other fine
players include Curt Clayton,
Bob Borbone and Tom
Auriemma from Brick, Brian
, Tracey and Evan Miles from .
Livingston, Bob Waldron, Mark
Utkewicz and Adam Shubsda
from Seton Hall and Dave D·u nnigan from Montclair-Kimberly.

1

"No one ever asked me:
they said.

Is this your s_tory?
No one e'ver asked you?
Well, we're asking.

-- Mail Coupon Today!---------------s-57
Please send information on:

,.

D Diocesan Priests D Religious Priests
D Brothers D Nuns D Lay Ministries
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
1
l

City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __

VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL •
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Former President Critical"Of Faculty Senate Role
by Juan Ga/is-Menendez

Professor Cayetano J. Socarras
was a member of the Senate for
seven years. During that time he
held the position of Senate president and member of the Executive Committee . .He has compiled a great deal of knowledge
and experience with regards to
the role and functions of that
body.
Recently there have been
some criticisms expressed and
some questions asked about the
role of the Senate today. Dr.
Socarras was willing to express
some of his opinions on this subject and his overall views.
With the following interview
we hope to make those opinions
and viewpoints clear to the
readers of the Independent.
Q . Having been involved with

the Senate for a considerable
time, do you see any changes in
that body from your first term as
Senator to the present? If so, how
has the Senate changed?
A. First, let me say that it has
changed a great deal. Originally, the Senate was the representative of the Faculty on campus in almost all aspects. The
Senate was involved in academic
policy, but also intervened in
many other aspects of faculty
problems, some of them even
dealing with wat would be considered today as terms and
conditions of employment.
After the Kean College Federation of Teachers, the Union,
became the bargaining agent,
the Senate logically lost all say in
this area, as this became the responsibility of the Union.
The present Senate constitu-

Photo by Jose Salas

Professor Cayet.no Socarras, former Senate President, says it will
"continue to run the risk of paralysis or, even wone, pollible
obliteration."

tion, which has not been
changed to indicate this new
sit uation , in my opinion does not
reflect the present reality. furthermore, the respective jurisdictions of Senate and Union
have never been clearly defined .
Even though that fact may

exclusively, and for the Faculty,
seems wrong. That role belongs
to the Union.
The Union should be completely separated from the
Senate.
Under no circumstances should the Senate
become a Forum or a sounding

"Whatever Power The _
S enate
Once Had No Longer Exists n
appear b ene f icia I at f irst g Iance,·
from my point of view it leaves
the Senate completely at the
mercy o f the Union or even
better, as some kind of pawn in
the fights between the Union
and the Administration .
· /y w hat d o you
Q . Prec,se
· to
imagine the ro Ie of the Senate
be?
A. I think we have to be realistic. At present the Senate does
not have any real power.
Whatever power t h e Senate
once had no Ionger exists.
I of t h e
Th erefore, I see t h e roe
Senate currently as a consu Itative body, proposing academic
po Iicy.
I believe the Senate can have,
and should have, a very vital role
to play on campus. However, in
order to do so, we must avoid
totally considering the Senate as
a body which represents only the
interests of the Faculty. It is no
longer true that this is the case.
We should always consider the
fact that the Senate could
provide policy for al the college
community and not just be a
body in charge of satisfying the
interests or expressing the viewpoints of the faculty as a class.
When the Senate does that, it
loses credibility. To see the
Senate as an organ of the Faculty

board or the rubber stamp of
Union policy.
There should be no room for
adversary relations in the Senate.
In my opinion that would be a
sterile relationship.
Q. Would you favor a rearrangement of the Senate
through a revision of the present
Constitution?
A very resounding YES. At the
risk of being lynched by some of
my colleagues, now more than
ever I believe that it is important
to change the structure of the
Senate. Such a change would
eliminate the dangers which I
have previously described. The
Senate should be a College
Senate, not a Faculty Senate.
The present faculty Senate will
continue to run the risk of
paralysis or even worse, possi ble
obliteration. The Faculty already
have their own representative
body, the Union.
The policies affecting the
College should be studied by a
larger Senate, one made up by
and involving, the three constituencies of the college that
revolve around our academic
life. Specifically, the Faculty, the
Administration and the students.
While I was in the Senate I
worked for that particular idea.
However, it was never possible

for me to make it a reality. My
Senate experience predates the
presence of the Union on campus. With this basis of comparison, or as a frame of reference, I
consider that a body where there
is no adversary relationship
between the Faculty and the Administration would function
much more efficiently.
For example, the recently
passed College Planning Committee would not need to exist if
we had a Senate along the lines I
have mentioned. Its work would
be done by the Senate. To realize
that, it is only necessary to look at
the form in which the Committee has been integrated, exactly as I think the College
Senate should be integrated,
Faculty, _ Administrators
and
students. Again, there is a need
for a College Senate. 1 honeS t ly
believe that it would function
more efficiently.
To sum up, I do see weakness
in the Faculty Senate in its
present condition and I would
definitely favor rectification
through revision of the Constitution and in the make-up of
the Senate.
Just how would you go about
doing that?
We would require a special
committee to study the question and propose the changes.
Then; the present constitutional
procedure
for
amendment
would have to be followed until
the changes became effective. I
would suggest representation in
this committee of all the constituencies affected by the
change and that should be involved in the decision making
process. Then, I would simply
hopeforachangealongthelines
I have mentioned.

. Native Americans: A forgotten People
This article is the first of a series
focusing on the American Indian. It was devised to assist the
reader in developing valuable
insights to the Indian problem.
Future articles will concentrate
on the· · status of the Lenny
Lenape still living in New Jersey.
Lori Kemper has been working
this semester with Dr. frank
Esposito, assistant dean of education, on an independent study
interviewing and corresponding with Native Americans, serving as a tour guide in a branch of
· the Jersey City Museum which
displays Indian artifacts, and
preparing a booklet to facilitate
those instructors who are planning to teach courses in Native
American Studies.

by Lori Kemper
Vine Deloria, one of the finest
contemporary Native American
writers, author of " Bury my
Heart at Wounded Knee," thinks
of us as " the transplant
American." DH Lawrence maintains, "The American landscape
has never been at one with the
white man. The desire to extirpate the Indian. And the contradictory desire to glorify him.

Both are rampant, still, today ... "
John Forbes, a Doctor of Ethnic
Studies, regards our behavior
and attitude as "un-American."
Who are these men that they
may criticize our behavior? And
what are they postulating by the
term " un-American?''
It is clearly this. For 20,000
years, the American Indian has
flourished upon our earth. It is
only during this century that the
white race has become a majority in any given area. Most of
us find this exceedingly difficult
to envisage. And, yet, our
schools are structured in the
European • tradition. They are
strictly "un-American." -To incorporate segments of Native
History and culture into the
school 's curriculum does not
provide the student with the
sensitivity and awareness, vital in
understanding the Native
American .
This is so because the very
essence of the Native American
is his values. If he did not observe
these values, and foresee the significance of them in this life, his
art work, music, song, dance,
and entire civilization would
have been contrary to what it ac-

Problem Pregnancyl
Free pregnancy testing and counseling
Birthright 743-2061.

" It ,s the right of every pregnant woman lo give birth and th e r,ghl oi every child
lo be born."

tually was. It is this, his values and
beliefs, which he projects into
every thought, every activity,
that must be taught in the
schools today.
Theirs was a civilization
beyond all our ··expectations,
based on intangibles, that many
of us recognize as lovely and
good, but, unfortunately, highly
enthusiastic and unrealistic for
our world today. But, what is our
world if it is not us, the people,
who rest upon herl Do we ever
know her ... as the Indian didl
The-tndian's world was democratic, tolerant of individual differences, with an absence of
material wealth, and an aversion
to technology if threatening to
sacred beliefs. It was a system opposed to acts of destruction
upon any valley, hill or mountain. The Indian exuded a devout
love for the entire cosmos, restrained from imperialism, and
chose to express beauty through
religious
ceremonies and
through song, art, dance and
proper living.

Obviously, these beliefs lie in
direct opposition with those harboured in white cities and towns.
Our society is nearly valueless.
And yet, Native communities are
neither " utopias," nor " theoretical," for they have been experienced ,
lived
in and
perfected for thousands of years,
and continue to be the foundation of Native Government
today There were no machines,
great .... ities, state penitentiaries,
or hospitals. Prosperous businessmen, lawyers and dentists
certainly did not emerge from
such a people. Rather, they were
applied philosophers .
Reliving their culture, we find
in ours that something is missing.
We have lost a very special ingredient. Just as bread will not,

rise without yeast, neither will a
nation, without hope. Albert
Schweitzer once said, "Either the
moral standards of personality
raises the moral standards of
society, so far as is possible, to its
own level, or is dragged down by
it."
The present condition of this
once noble race, awaits reticently upon the doorstep's edge of
dissipation. Many are regulars on
welfare, and have their own
space on the unemployment
line, some have turned to
alcohol and suicide, while still
others are forced to deal with the
mysterious
whereabouts
of
tomorrow night's dinner. Why
are the Indians poorl Because
the white man is rich . Through
deception and force, we raped
the land, and while looking on
condescendingly, claimed it for
ourselves; for America - a land
of liberty and democracy, where
all men are created equal.
Reservation land, according to
leading economists, are of little
value. I had the pleasure, this
summer, of staying with a band
of Klamouth Indians, who finally
resided in northern California,
and parts of southern Oregon. I
say "finally" because the
·Klamouth have been enroute as
long as the journey 0f Moses;
from one plot of land to another.
interminably yearning for the
promised land. Each designated
area assigned to them , in some
way, proved useful and beneficial to the U.S. Government,
and was revoked from them,
leaving the Klamouth with little
more than a glimpse of their
promise land.

Finally, all negotiated to a strip
of land along the Klamouth
River, and gained fishing rights
extending halfway across the
river. It was upstream, to these

waters, that the salmon would
annually swim when they were
mature and ready to spawn.
And now, every summer, state
representatives pull up to the
Klamouth reservation and purchase salmon to feed the -consumers of California. Alas, the
promised land. What a delicious
irony, and one not lost on the
Klamouth.
As I began this article with the
school and its wide range of
possibilities in facilitating the
stude'nt_ to cultiv~te an acumen
for the ' Indian: -I 1'10~ choose to
conclude with it.
0

Too often teachers tend to
judge a civilization on what
material gains remain; such as
the British Empire, stone monuments, and the treasures of
young King Tut. Take heed, you
will find no John D. Rockefellers
(seekers of wealth), no Jim Jones
(seekers of souls), no Alexandec.
the Greats (conquerors), no
robber barons, slave owners, or
corrupt politicians in the Indian
culture. Instead, you will discover the worlds of men such as
Black Kettle and Chief Joseph
(lovers of humanity), Black Elk
(lovers of " Wankan-Tanka"God), Ten Bears and Red Cloud
!lovers of the earth).
So, the next time you run into
one of those pimply faced adolescents, who run around plausibly, screaming, "the only good
Indian is a dead one," educate
the poor soul. In the immortal
words of John Forbes, " A man
can be outwardly conquered,
and if he opens his soul, he can
be inwardly conquered as well.
But, if he keeps his soul,he can
remain free, though his body is
in chains. THAT is the secret of
Indian survival from Alaska to
Patogonia."

.
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Marrero Blasts Dunbar
EDITORIAL

The Editors of Rutgers Targum have suspended publication
f or the first time in its 110 year history. The reason: the administration wouldn't grant the editors an honorarium, a stipend
coming to some 26 cents an hour.
While the sum is meagre, it is still a material compensation for
he, at times, unlimited hours it takes to produce a newspaper.
Simply, being an editor is too much work to do for nothing.
It could even happen here.

***
A major step towards establishing an equality of input a lot of
students and faculty into college governance has been approved by Student Org. It calls for the All College Committees
to submit their recommendations to the student governments
in addition to the Faculty Senate before they are passed to the
President of the college for approval.
There are many advantages besides equity if the above
scenario can be implemented. Not the least are; the dissemi nation of information about policies and the added input and
consequent reduction in student apathy that will be gained.
We hope all parties carefully consider and endorse Student
Organization's call for equity in governance. It is a program
whose time has come, and it's about time.

* * *
With all the rre-election sparring at Student Organization,
we would like to emrhasize this. Any position can be used to
advance a political careEr. All offices a perso~ holds may be
used for this purpose. There is one clue that can take you
through this maze of politicking: look at track records. A person
trying to use an office to advance a political career will use that
office in a distinctly different fashion than they have all year.
Sometimes the only time some people will work in their elected
positions is at election time.

Dear Editor,
In your last issue , the sel f proclaimed vi~ilante Jeffrey A . Dunbar ,
made some false statements . For in the la st issue, Mr. Dunbar stated
about Mr. Stokes wishing to report half-truths and distortions, should
go to him to get accurate information. And if Mr. Stokes wishes to rise
above stories bas!!d on hearsay, he must become more accountable.
Well , I, Lillian Marrero, The United States Student,~Association
Coordinator, am the only reliable source to come to, and I cannot
stand for this, s0-the truth must be revealed .
On November 17, 1978, Mr. Dunbar handed in his resignation as
treasurer of U .S.S.A . Coordinator, and I also took it for granted as Assistant of U .S.S.A. Coordinator as well. For you cannot be one without
the other. Also, if the so-called current U .S.S.A . assistant and
treasurer would read fully the Student Organization and the U .S.S.A.
Constitution he will find on Article II , Section 2 he has neverfulfilled
his duties, but as using the U .S.S.A . office to harbor his fraternity parapheernalia ; dropping off h is books, and having access to the phone.
For the only constituents he is working for is his Nu Delta Pi and not
the Kean College students. Please bear in mind before I go any further that this is coming from the only reliable source, Lillian Marrero.
For Mr. Dunbar is right about one thing and that is it is time to clean
out the ·cages - the animals are restless.
I will say no more but hope that Mr. Dunbar will on e da y mature
and learn to fulfill the word responsibility, for it is not he who wishes
to offend me that offends me, but he who can .
Yours In Di sgust
Yours In Ful f illing Duties
Your U.S.S.A . Coordinator
Lillian Marrero

.,,

Government I rresponsi bi Iity
Unaccountability Lamented
Dear Editor,
I am writing to inquire how long are the Citizens of this-great country of ours going to sit back and let our Government be run by a small
group of people without any concern for any of us. They show no
concern for Young and Old , Sick and Poor .
When election time is near, you hear great promises of what they
are going to do to alleviate the plight of the Homeowners, Taxpayers,
Landlords, Senior Citizens, Students, Unemployed, Children, Ill,
Poor and Middle-Class. When the election is over, the first order of
business is to propose a resolution for an 80% salary increase for

themselves . The amount of money allotted for other expenses such as
Secretaries, Printing, Meals, and Traveling is not mentioned.
Legislation should be enacted that anyone that works for any
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Government Agency, should be prohibited from voting himself or
herself any salary increase. Furthermore, they should not be all0wed,
by law, to hold more than one (1) salaried Government political office.
-

This is in response to Juan Galis-Menendez OP-ED of February 15, 1979.
It seems that certain peqple are inclined to be irrational in their approaches to understanding history and in formulating progressive alternatives that will prove to benefit all of mankind. Unrestrained emotions, false
consciousness, and misdirected "chi" (lifes energy) are the signs of a confused and alienated society ....... America is such a society.

~her~ sh,o uld also be a resolution passed that anyone running for
office in any ~ity, County, State or Federal Government Agency,
whether appointed or elected, should be forbidden to use their
maiden or assumed name.
Why are we obligated to provide Secret Service Protection qf :
Transportation, Food and Lodging plus many other necessities for an ·
Ex-President who resigned before impeachment proceedings were
instituted agai nst him, wherever he travels all over the world? If the
" Executive Privilege Powers" of the President of the United States
were removed in certain cases similar to the Watergate Break-In and
Cover- up plus disposing of evidence of a criminal natur·e in the case,
or any infraction against the Government Political Process, maybe the
American people and the United States Government would have
much b etter relations with all Foreign· Countries and Dignitaries.

Those bewildereq people who look towards some strange sort of latent
nationalism to comfort them from their frustrations and ·insecurity are
fools! The role of Great American Chauvinism, i.e. American Imperialism,
has created more injustices than one can i.tnagine. There is absolutely
nothing to be gained from any form of national chauvinism; it is a sickness
- a mental disease. There never was any pride, strength or great morality
acquired from the wanton slaughter of native American Indians when the
West was won, in the U:S. sponsored overthrow of Allende, the assassinations of Diem pr Patrice Lumumba, or the military economic support the
U.S. continues to give to the racist Smith and Botha Regimes in Zimbabwe,
N~mibia, and South- Africa. Decisions on s_
u ch vital questions are never
made by majority vote! They are made by the bloodsuckers who sit behind
the closed doors of the N.S.C., the Tri-lateral Commission or the Brookings Institute etc. They are the dolla·r hungry degenerates who own the factories, the resources and ·1and of America. Let me say that 1.2% of our
population owns 87% of the total investment assets in America a,:,d al mos~
50% of its total wealth. No matter how many piou~ promises the capitalist
makes, he_is incapable of aiding the struggle of oppressed people. Yes,
'; people are getting sick and tired of fighting for a government that represents war, racism, <)ppression, sexism, poverty, and exploitation. A government that only perpetuates the suffering of the world community. What is

When you have a Bushel of all Good apples they continue to be
Good until One apple begins to Spoil ... If the One Rotten apple is not
removed quickly enough, the Entire Bushel gets Spoiled in a very
short time - Notwithstanding how much good was odne, the most
Damaging th ing was the tearing down of the American Government
Process in•order to achieve the power he was seeking ... regardless of
how many innocent hard-working people he discredited and
dragged down, that were honestly employed in ord~r to make a living for themselves, their wives and family .
Name withheld by request

Co·uncil -Seat: Fixed Vote?
f
Dear Editor,
There is much concern in our nation over voter apathy. The latest
statistics show that only 54% of all eligible voters exercised that
privilege during the presidential election, and only 38% vote during
"off years. " Numerous studies have been conducted to determine
why few qualified people wish to pursue elected office. Doom-sayers
would have us believe that these two .factors combined foresee the
end of democracy as we now know it.
Max -Weber, the Sociologist, has stated that bureaucracies soon
lose awareness of the purpose for which they were created, and, in
time, become self-serving. Elected officials become so inflated with
their' own self-worth that their constituents are for~otten.
What I witnessed, and was an innocent party to, on the night of Feb.
16, at the Student Organization Meeting caused me to question my
sense of values . Am I too much of an idealist, or too naive? You
decide.
There were two Junior Class positions in the S.O. vacant. This fact
was advertised in the Independent. I placed my name on the candi :
date's list. As of 12 p.m. on Feb. 16, only two people had applied for
the positions, and I was one. I was instructed by Mr. Parente to attend
the meeting that night, because he had decided to place the filling of
the vacancies on the agenda . I attended the meeting, sat in the back
of the· room next- to a member of the S.0. When the nominations
were read, another name had been added. The member told me not
to worry as I would be the second one elected. I .d.i.d n.ot \Jn_derstand
what he meant. Then a fourth name was added. He turned to me,
upset, and said I might as well go home. He said he didn 't know that
they had planned on adding the other name tool PJ;mnedl It was a
foregone conclusion that the two people added to the candidate's list
after my discussion in the S.0. office at noon were to be " elected" (I
use the word loosely) to the vacancies. As I left the meeting, another
S.O. member told me I should protest what was done. It slowly
became clear to me that people had been informed before the meeting what was about to transpire, but not me! I had been used as a
pawn in the political maneuvering which allowed two S.0. picked
candidates to fill positions which were supposedly open to the entire
Junior Class. I resent being deceived into believing this would be an
equitable election. Why did the S.O. bother to perpetrate this sham
when they could have accomplished the same end in a closed door
meeting? " Am I naive to believe in fair-play, honesty, and that politics
should not be conducted behind closed doors?
I do not contest the fact that the two gentlemen who were
"elected " are more qualified than I am. ·, have had no previous experience in S.O., and all I could bring to the position would be a sense
of dedication that would be difficult to surpass. It is with great sorrow
that I now recognize it may be impossible to combat any politi_cal
system so involved with fulfilling its own purposes. I do not view life
through rose colored glasses. All I ask is that people bestow upon nie
the same honesty that I bring into my relationships with them . I will
not allow this travesty to shatter my optimism. I remain non-apathetic.
Sincerely (in protest),
Geri Zimmerman , Class of 1980_

All letlers to the Editor must be typed anti submitted to the Editor by
. 3:08 P.M. the Friday prior to publlntion. All lenen must be lisned.
although names will be withheld from publication upon r ~
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to be done?

First of all the working peopl~ of this country m~st become conscious of
their exploiters, i.e. the upper ruling class elite, they then must smash this
old order and institute a system based on human need and international
cooperation. Let us be simply an "equal among equals!" Remember it is
not the communists of any of the Soviet states that is our enemy ...... it is the
capitalist with his corrupt and profit oriented schemes. You and I have no
quarrels with any Chinaman, Russian, Angolan, Vietnamese, Cuban etc. our blood flows in the same vein. I totally agree with Juan Gal is-Menendez
in the urgency of correcting our intellectu-al attitudes and convictions as
Amer\cans. Wake up, America!
,,
Michael Hajduk

The OP-Ed Is a velaicle for anyone In the campus community to express an opinion that would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All artides should be llmlted to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.

FREE·
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1 :00 P.M. to 5:00 P_.M.
'STUDENT ORGANiZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BLDG
Kean College of New J~rsey
PROBLEMS1
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USC BOX
Goodbye Eric Carmen, Hello .Fotomaker
by Michael C. Mitsch
Members of important early
'70's groups
have recently
released albums . The lead singer
for the Raspberries, Eric Carmen,
has put out his third solo album
whil.e the man responsible for
that groups energetic guitar
sound, Wally Bryson, along with
former Rascals Gene Cornish on
b/lssand dynamic drummer Dino
Danelli are part of the group
fotomaker which has released
their second album.
While with the Raspberries, his
music was sometimes described
as a cross between the Beatles
and Beach Boys. When their
highly acclaimed fourth album ,
"Starting Over" didn 't top the
charts, the group split and
Carmen continued this style on
his first two albums.

One of this years most aptly
titled albums is Eric Carmen 's
"C hange of Heart. " On this
album, this refreshing style is
only evident on the songs " Hey
Dearrie," recently covered 'by
Shaun Cassidy and "Someday ."
Most of the remaining songs
could be categori-zed as a cross
between the recent wor)< of the
'Bee Gee's and the Beach Boys.
" Change of Heart," the single, is
typical of these tunes . Although
these songs are not inferior to
others in this genre, I feel that
Carmen ' s voice is more suitable
to ' power-pop' than ' disco-pop'.
Unlike Eric Carmen , Fotomaker 's new album "Vis a Vis " is
very similar to their debut album.
Great . songs are again contributed by the keyboard player
Frankie Vinci, particularly "Miles

Disco's Found..,
A New Creation

It 's hard to feel out of place at
Creation. The large wooaen
dance tloor can accomodate a
good crowd, the lights are very
nice, and the music will make
you .dance the night away. It you
like goin_g to a really nice club to
dance and maybe meet some
nice people - try Creation, you

day with doors opening

won 't be disappointed!

9:00

On
Wednesday, February
14th, WOMAN TALK was treated
to an afternoon of compassion
and love. The guest speakers
were volunteers and were here
to speak on behalf of battered
WOMEN. There ~as only a small
group in attendance but the
interest and sense of caring was
truly evident , not only from the
speakers but also from ' the audienc-e.
The Battered Woman ' s
Speakers Bureau is a community
service sponsored by the
National Council of Jewish
Women , Greater Westfield Section. One of their goals is to keep
the public in ormed about
current issues: the battered
woman is a topic which need s to
be brought tb the public's attention and discussed . The program
on Wednesday, February 14th,
consisted of a speech, approxi-.
mately 35 minutes long with the
facts presented visually on a
tablet on an easel in front of the
room.
60 to 90% of all beatings occur
related to alcohol use. That was
one startling fact - and there
were many. 28% of all murders in
N.J . occur within the family and
half of those are husband-wife
killings. There are an estimated
10,000 battered wives in Union
County, 35% of assault and
battery and felonious assault
cases reported to the Morristown , N.J. police .in 1976 were
wife battery cases. And the
alarming statistics and facts go on
.. . Among children who attend
private schoals, it is no secret
that many of their affluent
fathers beat their mothers. Of

and an admission charge of
$5.00 . Wednesday nights. are
special guest appearance nights
with such artists as Gloria
Gaynor, and Peaches ·and Herb.

'

by James Murray Ill
Teddy Pendergrass has a hit
Disco single Only You. This
Disco Giant 45' makes the floors
rock and walls move, when
Teddy gets -into the groove.
" Teddy Bear ," is his nickname
and he loves it. I' m sure all of
Teddy's female fans would love
to cuddle him. He's tall, dark,
and handsome. Ther t!'s something about him that radiates acertain sex appeal to his female fans .
Teddy is every inch of a macho
man and appreciates women
who admire his manhood. His
concerts are marked by "screaming
women, "
who
are
mesmerized
by
flirtations

physically and verbally. The
those adults polled by Louis Harchildren who live with this situaris and Associates in October,
tion are programmed by it,
1968, 25% of men and 16% ot
either as those who exercise conWOMEN approved of a husband
slapping his wife 's face . And this , trol over others physically or are
victimized. So care - because if
fact
from
Captain
Gene
you live with violence then you
Mirabella of the Elizabeth Police
expect it and create it. Be aware
Department, May, 1978,
that help is available.
" Probably half of the reported
The Battered Women Project
assaults in the city of Elizabeth
are domestic assaults. It 's about · stands ready to help "'.ith 1.
Emergency room and board , 2. a
time something is done about at24 hour hot line, 3. emotional ,
tacks on Women. " And from the
legal and financial counseling, 4.
pamphlet for The Battered
rap groups (child care available) ,
Women Project, '' The law has
5. information and referral on
changed somewhat in the last
housing, jobs, etc. , 6. ,advocacy
hundred years ... but the aptor dealing with agencies and 7.
plication of the law has not. It is
speaking engagements for any
now time to declare wife-beatkind of community groups.
ing a crime whi ch will be proConfidentiality is respected . In
secuted in a court of law. "
our immediate area the number
What can be done? First of all,
is 355-4357.
ca re, care about the WOMEN
lhe next time one of your
who teel trapped in a situation
you are not in, are convinced triends, neighbors, colleagues
you would not stay if1 and that tells you that she suffers from bedoes not really matter. The fact is ing battered, tnstead of feeling
that there are women trapped in helpless or not ident ify ing with
homes where they are beaten the situation , reassure her that
and, worst of all, the children, help is just a phone call away.
the children who are also abused Care!

W'ILGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC.
Aff1l :ate o l Womens Med ical Center at K1ngsbrook Hospital

A CLINIC FOR FIRST AND MID-TRIMESTER

746 1500

Free Pregnancy Test .
Examination and Counselling
393 Bloomfield Ave .. Montclair, N.J . 07042

In N .J Call FREE
Bank Americard

by George Schifin
The catapult of disco from the
sub-culture of homosexual bars
to the mainstream of popular
music has amazed some, a11d
angered others . Soul , funk and
rhythm · & blues (which later
evolved into something called
Rock & Roll ) have satisfied the
dancing needs of the populace
in the past . With the sophistication of Rock, a --vacuum was
created, alienating P.eople who
wanted to dance. The evolution
ot Disco was inevitable. What is
appalling about the idiom is the
quality. The majority of disco
songs are too long, the arrangements are tedious to the point of
nausea, and the lyrics sound as if
written by authors with 1.Q.'s of
33.
With this frame of reference, I
was genuinely surprised after
listening to the debut album of
"Stylus." The group- syntheses

the past of popular black music
with t-he danceable qualities that
disco fans demand. The production is crisp and clean allowing
the ver y good instrumental
talents to shine through. Ron
Peers on lead guita r and Sam
McNally on keyboards both execute exciting soios throughout
the record. Trevor Courteney
keeps the all important beat going with style. Peter Cuppl es lead
vocalist and pr incipal song writer
produces poigna nt lyrics. The arrangements are actua lly different from one anot her (to
avoid regurgitation ). The other
boys in the band writ-e well also.
With everything going for
one begins to wonder if they wi II
have to compromise their music
(in order to avoid poverty). I
hope not. Oh, by the way you
can dance to this album called
"Stylus," but you can also just
listen and enjoy the music too.

, '----

Teddy Pendergrass: For Ladies 0!'.}ly?

by Marie Fidali
Disco has changed a lot since
its beginning a few years back. It
used to be couples clad in fancy
clothes dancing to steps like the
hustle. Today people who frequent disco 's, wear what they
want and dance how they want.
Disco certainly has become
more tree and casual compa'red
to its past .
Creation in W. Orange opens
its doors to disco on Sunday and
Wednesday nights. - The club
draws a very large crowd on Sun-

at

Away " which 'should' be a hit
single. While gui tarist Lex Marchesi 's four new songs are not·
good a~ previously, his two
mellow songs on Side 2 work
well when alternated with
Bryson 's harder cuts. Though
Marchese has a silky smooth
voice, it becomes somewhat
tedious to hear this perfect
singing on consecutive tracks.
Since Wally Bryson was a late
addition to Fotomaker, he had
no lead vocals on the fin,t album _
but he proves to be the group's
best vocalist on "Vis a Vis." All
three of his songs are strong,
especial)y "Come Back" and
" Name oT the Game" which he
wrote. Hopefully, Fotomaker
will continue in ~his direction in
the future and Eric Carmen ·will
notice the success of groups like
Cheap Trick, Rockpile, and Blondie and return to the style where
he was one of the best.

Stylus: The End Of Disco
As We Know It?

(800) 772-2174

N .J. STATE
LICENSED
ABORTION
FACIUTY

HOURS 9-5
MONDAYS

mariners and tight bodily pahts.
He often wears a T-shirt that simply states "Teddy's Ready."
leddy likes to cater to his female
fans and has been the only artist
to date, that has designated a
show for women only. " That performance was sold out ," but it
began a series of midnite shows
for" Ladies Only.'' Men were not
allowed in for the first time in
history- of promoted concerts.

by Russell C. Stokes
The first Monday Night Jazz
show of the spring semester,
started on the right track as Mike
Santiago and Entity performed in
the Little Theatre.
The concert started after
almost an hours delay. As various
soundmen
and _ technicians
worked over a faulty sound
system . After being assured by
Mr. Santiago that the problem
was minor, I sat back and waited
rather impatiently for the show
to begin. After listening to the
sound check, · I knew that Mike
Santiago and Entity would be
well worth the wait.
The musicians that comprise
Mike _Santiago and Entity are
indeed all equally endowed
musically. These guys are hot! !!
Mike Santiago on an impress ive
Lead Guitar, Dave LaRue adding
strong bass lines, pianist Bob
Quaranta , Drummer Ronnie
Glick and the extraordinary percussionist Tern Baker make up
Entity.
THE FIRST ARRANGEMENT
BEGAN WITH A MYSTICAL
LEAD. (similarities between Pat
Metheny and Santiago are
purely coincidental but they are
present) .
Santiago and Entity add a latin
touch with the use of blocks
congas and the alwa y._s1 present
bass. As any good jazz band·, Santiago and Entity .are extremely
tight. Santiago plays the guitar
almost flawlessly.
" Belmar"
the second arrangement again with strong
bass
lines , highlighted the
amount of precision between
Santiago and LaRue. This arrangement also showed that
pianist Quaranta was not to be
outdone. "Belmar" has the kind
ot treshness, that such artists as

Teddy Pendergrass is affectionately considered to be one of
the top Music Vocalists sex
symbols. On stage he likes to use
"The bedroom effect." " You
Know, " Teddy says softly, " the
Bedroom effect with mm-baby," '
and the aahs and oohs ." " There
is much to be said about Teddy
Pendergrass, but there 's more to
COME."

Chuck Mangione and Ramsey
Lewis have based reputations on .
"Machir.iato" , (a city ' in Okinawa) was a mellow arrangement with an oriental fla-vor. Ori
~earing the arrangement, one is
· immediately transported to a
lush tropical to·rest, the mind
wonders as Entity goes through
the paces. During the course of .
this tune, the pace is slowed, the
end result is like coming out of a
pleasant dream.

If it sounds like I was impress~d,, I was . Santiago and Entity have a special quality, they
can change the mo9d from one
of _tranquility to a genuine holy
noise.
With
arrangements . like
"Country :Dream," " Rosario,"·
" Wizards " and "Star Lake," Mike
Santiago and Entity make for
good entertainment.
The main factor that impressed
me, is that these guys know what
they are all about . The five musicians that make up Mike Santiago ·a re destined for great things.
Monday Night Jazz'; you have
done it again. Until next time
Jazz is a reality. _

FASA (Fine Arts Student
Association) will be sponsoring-free-Life Drawing
to begin Thursday, February 22nd 5:30-8:30 Room
Ve 209. They will continue
ev·e ry Thursday throughout the semester with the
exception of April 5th,
12th, and 19th.
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The Minutes -of Miss Margarida's Meeting
by Jeanene Pratt
Last Wednesday and Thursday
nights, Wilkins Theater became
another classroom for all who
attended the special " all crowd "
performances of " Miss Margarida 's Way." The one woman
play written by Robert Aldehyde
was brilliantly presented by Miss
Estelle Parsons. Past reviews on
Miss Parsons' performance have
acclaimed "Estelle Parsons is tremendous. Dramatically fabulous! " (The New York Post) The
Variety acknowledged "Estelle
Parsons is fascinating as Miss
Margarida and her performance, which must be exhausting
in the non-stop talkathon is exciting! " The quality of her pertormance last week has again left
her audience amazed at the
amount of power and energy she
exerts in her portrayal of the sexually
frustrated
8th
grade
teacher.
l he play opens with Miss Margarida storming into the theater
trom the rear and informing the
audience to behave because she
is their new teacher. This sets the
air for participation from the
crowd as they realize that they
are now a "class. " The play then
evolves into the exposure of Miss
Margarida 's character which is
one that is much less than desirable. Estelle Parsons gave an ex-

cellent interpretation of Robert
Aldehyde 's psychotic and emotionally unbalanced Pedantess
with Hitler te ;1dencies. - Her
provokement and insults to the
audience brought constant involvement and enjoyment
throughout the play . Her
Wednesday night performance
received a standing ovation and
left me curious to see how
Thursday's " class" would be
conducted.
Each show stirs this curiosity as
to how the last "class" or the next
one will be held. The play is unique and deserving of all acknowledgements ·made of it and
it's
characters.
Wednesday
night's performance was extended with an additional period
of open discussion with Miss Parsons. Her interests were directed
toward obtaining opinions and
suggestions for future performances and exposing her own
feelings about the character of
"Miss Margarida." Miss Parsons
expressed her enjoyment with
the portrayal due to it's constant
variety. "Every performance is
it's own, the audience's involvement determines their own
enjoyment. " She then confessed
that "College Theaters have
offered the greater possibilities
with her one-woman shows "
and that should explain her

current show touring of colleges.
Kean 's College audience exhibited vulgarities , insults and
disrespect; all qualities of a good
performance. Class was held in
an uproarlll The students were
no more interested in learning
Miss Margarida 's Math, Ecology
or Geography lesson than she
was in teaching it. It was a unanirr..:>~s deci5iGr. that :Jiology was
preferred but only in "Miss Margarida 's Way." She is the teacher
with all the " answers " you want
to learn but have to earn.
l he success with college performances is obviously due to
the ability of the audience to
relate to the situation. We get to
take it out on Miss Margarida
while she gets to take it out on us,
her books, the blackboard and a
skeleton prop that she really
likes to get into.
Miss Margarida raves of her
world and the power she
possesses as teacher. She expressed fear of someone greater
" Is there anyone here named
Mesiah? Jesus? " was a repeated
question.
She exhibited her own power
with the help of a Kean College
student who was also cast in the
show . Chris Arena exemplified
the tear that exists in childre n
when exposed to authorities
such as Miss Margarida.

Photo by Joe Leatherwood

Miss Margarida raves of her world and her power as teacher.
Estelle Parsons portrayed a
teacher that brings memories of
a certain type of person that we
may have had as a teacher once.
The antics of Miss Margarida
probably characterize a teacher
that Robert Aldehyde once dealt
with. We all may be glad that we

got through our " Miss
Margaridas " but the plays' closing lines remind us " Miss
Margarida is not going to die ...
She'll always be ... Someday Miss
Margarida will be your children 's
new teacher
and their
children's new teacher ... and ...

Robert Coles: Doctor of Crisis
On Thursday, March 1st at8:00
p.m. in the Little Theatre, The
Townsend Lecture Series will
present Dr. Robert Coles, Professor of Psychiatry and Medical
Humanities at The Harvard
Medical School.
Dr. Coles ' special interest is
fi eld work in Social Psychiatry.
He is a prolific writer and his
some 30 books include the Pulitzer Prize-winning "Children of
Crisis," "Women of Crisis," and
tive children 's books of which
"Dead End School," " Saving

The idea for the book came
from the Coles ' experience with
Ruby Bridges, the ,young Black
child who integrated a New
Orleans grade school. They continued their relationship with
Ruby, who though not necessarily an advocate of women 's
rights, knew that poor women
faced unique problems. When
Ruby entered college she
suggested to the Coles that they
follow the study of "Children of
Crisis" with "Women of Crisis."
Then Dr. Horner, President of
Radcliffe, indicated the need for
an examination of how women
come to terms with themselves
and their world. This was a
logical continuum and the methodology was the same; an ingenuously simple approach of
getting to know and be accepted
by families, talking to them over
an extended period of time, asking few questions and following
their lead to the issues and conflicts that engage them .
Jane and Robert Coles chose
five women to speak of their
struggles and hopes in their own
words. Poverty and hard work
are common ground for them
although
they come from
different parts of the country and
d ivergent work areas. Complex
issues of race, class and sex are
d ramatized by the actual stor ies
these women tell and by th e
Coles' perceptive analysis and
commentary . They have illustrated what it is that certain
American women
have to
strugg le tor, or against, as a
consequence
of
their
backgrounds and what it is they
share, in th e way of concrete
realities , or hopes and fears, with
other women, fated to live quite
ditterently.

Face," and " Headsparks " are the
most notable.
Although his courses at Harvard are labeled Guilt I, and II ,
Coles is one of the most popular
protessors on campus. His empathy with the poor and the disadvantages couple his selfdefined p ri de, ego and arrogance with a feeling that he has
something of importance to say.
"Women of Crisis" is the result
of a collaboration between
Robert & Jane Coles, husband
and wife.

Peter Jones 1 975: Permission is granted to reproduce this photograph for publicity purposes only. The photograph may not be
reproduced without the following notice appearing with it: "photo @
Peter Jones 1975."

by Nancy Crespo
On February 13, the Spanish Cultural and Social Club held its first
general meeting of the semester.
The president was saddened by the lack of attendance. There were
only five members and the Board. Lette rs were mailed out to everybody on the membership list. A notice was posted on the board and
even printed in the newspaper. There was no reason for such a poor
attendance, but the meeting went on as -scheduled.
The Spanish Club is sponsoring a trip to the Metropolitan Museum
on Friday, February 23. The bus wi ll leave from the TPA at 9 a.m. and
return at approximately 5 p.m. The bus trip is free, but there will be an
admission charge at the museum.
Anyone interested in visiting the museu m should leave their name
at the Spanish Club off i-e.
Piri Thomas will be speaking at Seton Hall University February 28th.
The event will take place at 8 p.m. in the Student Center. Everyone is
welcomed and there is no admission.

•

I

•............

I

government agent who harasses
him day and night. What is the
crime of the Russian Jew? His
only desire is to breathe free air.
To live in a country that allows
him to develop to his full potential. To live a lite that is tree from
oppression.
Human rights extends to ALL
people. When a person is denied
his basic rights and the world is
silent to his pleas, then we are
equally guilty, and we share the
blame. Let us not think that it is
only a person of a differing religion or of a different color that is
oppressed, and that the oppression will not touch us. For if we
allow a nation to supress the aspirations of its people, and do
nothing about it, then that very
suppression will engulf us at
some future time.
It is therefore of vital importance to let our president know
our feelings. We must let any
Russian performer who comes to
this country to entertain us
know, that he has a message to
bring back to the Soviet Union.
We should make human rights
apply to all nations, big or small.
Finally, let us hope that there
will not be an individual in the
world who is not totally free.

Trivialities

by Allan Margolin
1. What newspaper does Lou
Grant work for?
2. Where does Patty Duke live
on the " Papy Duke Show?"
3. Who is Klondike Kat's
nemisis?
4. What is Su pergirl 's secret
identity?
5. · Who played Oliver in the
north Jerse &,necolo lcal Center ♦ mov ie " Oliver? "
6. What was Fred Gwynne's
•:•· •
.
I
name in " Car 54, Where are
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
You?"
Abortion Procedu res
7. On what T.V. series did t he
Birth Control Counseling ( : ) •
character Maynard G. Krebs
Sterilization Procedures
•
• Complete Obslftrical &
=appear?
Gynecological Care
I
8. Who played Robin on "Batman? "
Call375-0800 forimmediateappt .
9. On "Gree n Acres" what
Loca led 1 hlock from lrvm gton Cente r
Hours 9 am • t> pm M0n .. Sat. A m ple parkmg
town
do the Douglases live in?
40 Union A ve .. Suite 104 . lrvirigtr,n, N .J .
10. Who played Helen Keller in
~

I
I•
I••
I
I

by Rabbi Joseph Lichtman
Advisor, Jewish
Student Union
In view of recent events, when
t-he ruler of Communist China
visited with President Carter, we
were given a glimpse into the
foreign policy of our government. It seems as if the president wants to play both sides of
the fence. On the one hand he
seeks to neutralize Russian expansion, and on the other, to
develop an ·alliance with Communist China so that Russia will
hesitate before entering into
conflict with either country.
Our president is concerned
with human rights in all nations.
Yet he overlooks the oppression
of all dissenters in both these
Communist countries. China
suppresses disent among it's
people, and Russia stifles the aspirations of her inhabitants.
Singled out for special harassment and repression, are the
Jews of the Soviet Union. When a
Jew opts to leave Russia, he is dismissed from his job, not permitted to seek other employment, and is branded a parasite
tor not having any means of support. He is driven from one KGB
agent who beat him, to another

,
=
I
I

I
I.
1

.............

the 1962 film " The Miracle
Worker?"
11. In " Spiderman " who is the
publisher of the Daily Bugle?
12. Who played Kato on the
" Green Hornet? "
13. What was the name of the
character Marlon Brando played
in " A Streetcar Named Desire. "
14. Who are Dennis's next-door
neighbors on " Dennis the
Menace?"
15. What is Potsie Weber's real
first name on "Happy Days?"
·u;:weM
'S'L pue UOSl!M 'S11-'J pue ·,w 'j,L '!~s,eMO)I

Aa1ue1s ·n 'aa7 a::in19 ·u ' uosawe(
4euof ·r ' LL •a~na Ailed 'OL 'all!AJa)OOH '6
•p,eM 11n9 ·g ,,'S!11!9 a,qoa JO saAO7 foew
a41,, 'L ' uoop1nw spueJ~ ·9 '1a1sa7 ~,ew ·,
·s,aAuea epu!l ·v 'a,,e~ JO!Aes T 's14 8!aH
u/41~00,9 'l 'aunq!Jl sa1a8uy sO7 a41 'L
:s,aMsuv
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Goffeehouse

Pho to b y Joe Leatherwood

Chris Massey and friend play a few tunes at last Thursday's Coffeehouse.

Even D.J. james Murray Ill was at the Coffeehouse.

Miss Margarida's Way

Photo by Patricia Gallante

Photo by Joe Leatherwood

Kean students got a chance to take part in the performance•••

Estelle Pnsons as Miss Margarida, which appeared in
the T.P.A. Feb. 14 ,md 15.

~

'i..; " " . • .~. . . . . . . . . . . .

their comment's Wften't 10 nke.

.~ ..

Photo by Al Sclwefer
t

... ~ ·t;;

Photo

y Joe Leilltherwood

Both nipts·of the performance were sellouts Md C.C.L and C.Currfculair loard desene "
IINIChoflhe.,.......__

.
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"Copernicus"

Photo by Patricia Gallante

Valerie Hammer presented the world premier of " Copernicus," Feb. 13 at the T.P.A.

Photo by Patricia Gallante

Ms. Hammer's works not only involve dance but also sculpture and ;azz.

Oh No Snow!
111

,:

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Photo Ralph Abbate

This poor commuter found his car buried in the parking lot.

"Ewen 12 incha of 1110w," Ke•n'• IINintenanc:e brinp out lhe haw,: artilery.

Campus Police on the ;ob even in the wont of days.

41RPU1 Patrol C. dmifts pMI 1110Una... of snow.

•

Ji •
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Todd Rundgren and Friends: Benefit At The Palladium
by Anthony Cerqueira
Last Friday evening at the Palladium I saw a benefit concert
billed as Todd Rundgren and
Special Friends . In order of
appearance Todd 's playmates
were the David Johannsen Band,
Blue Oyster Cult, Patti Smith, and
Utopia. All proceeds of the two
sold out shows went to Vietnamese refugees known as the boat
people. After fleeing their country by boats no other nation
would accept these people so
they are forced to wander the
seas in search of a land that
would have them. Upon seeing a
special program on the boat
people, Todd Rundgren was

moved to take action on behalf
of these refugees in the form of a
benefit concert.
First up was David Johannsen
and his band with that Staten
Island sound . After seeing the
band several years ago, it can
only be said that the group is
gathering momentum, getting
hotter and steamier as time goes
on. Opening the forty minute set
with "Funky But Chic" Johannsen pranced across the stage like
a mutated Mick Jagger. Johannsen 's tough-guy image is a far cry
from his Doll days wearing white
face, roller skates and sipping
beer through straws. David and
the band worked through the

No New York-VA-Antilles
by Deborah Orazi
At this point in time I can't
imagine this album being put
together by anyone but Brian
Eno.
Its validity depends as much
on the listeners state of mind as
the musicians skills. If you can
indeed call these people
musicians-artists might be a
better word.
Two groups per side, four
songs· each, is the layout . Each of
the
sixteen
co mpositions
average about three minutes
long and few of the lyrics are distinguishable, they're stamped on
the inside cover for your
pleasure .
· The Contortions open side
one with " Dish It Out," featuring
a frantic sax solo from James
Chance and matching vocals.
Also included in their set is an
unrecognizable version of James
Browns' (!) "I Can 't Stand

Myself."
Next up, Teenage Jesus and
the Jerks prove to be the least
interesting and most obnoxious
of the four bands.
On side two, Mars provide
some excellent rhythms in their
music, drums in particular by
Nancy Arlen. " Puerto Rican
Ghost" is spine chilling " Mommy Close the Door! "
chant the vocalists. their effect is
stark and man ic as is DNA 's.
Again with DNA the drumming is the focal point, this time
by lkue lie. "Lionel " sounds like
whiplash feels.
Mars and DNA come out on
top when comparing all four
bands, they present the clearest
vision of their music. I wonder
though, wasn 't Yoko Ono doing
this stuff nine years ago? Yes, Is it
salable? No.
An album as disjointed as this
review.

m .o.r.e .
Presents

RIC
11D THE

STONE
CANYON

BAND

BE-SCHEDULED DATE

FRIDAY EVENING

larch 2, 1919 \TICKETS , 8 I ,1
at 1:30 P.I. lt1ilalll1 at 111 Office
REGEN
®Tl~£TI\ON·
E
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N.J.
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N.Y. (212) 977-9020
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■.0.1.£.p.0.111141-E
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classic "Frenchette" and a head
throbbing version of the Four
Tops' tune " Reach Out and I'll
Be There. " The performance of
the Doll 's number " Personality '
Crisis" brought back memories
of that band 's wonderfully distorted sound. David Johannsen
and the boys left the stage with
the audience frothing at the
mouth for more rock and roll
and returned for one encore that
was greeted with much hoopla.
Next came the Lords of
American Bombast, the amazing
Blue Oyster Cult. BOC, with
their images of flames, wars, and
ME262's at one time could enslave thousands with their
musical heavyhandedness. A live
performance by Blue Oyster Cult
was much akin to the final battle
at Armageddon .
It is sad to say that this merry
bunch of leathered Long Islanders can't cut up the rug as they
once did. Lead singer Eric Bloom
is beginning to resemble a shoe
salesman at the local shopping
mall instead of one of the Agents
of fortune. The tales of cities
flaming with rock and roll and
large reptillian creatures wreaking havoc seem to ring empty in

these times.
Despite the drawbacks the
Cult can still blast away with
ferocious intensity on their old
standards such as " Harvester of
Eyes" and " Born To Be Wild. "
Inner ears were in grave danger
when it came time for "C ities On
Flame With Rock And Roll. " One
thing BOC can still successfully
recapture is that talent of pushing up the volume.
The Cult have two choices:
they can break-up honorably .
and get a nice little notice in the
Rolling Stone or they can keep
on going and suffer a long,
lingering death that won ' t be
pretty at all.
The fresh air of the evening
was provided by Miss Patti Lee
Smith. Following a truly touching
rendition of " Tomorrow" from
the musical " Annie," Miss Smith
barreled through " Gloria " complete with audience participation. Even though the vinyl
poetess only performed one
number with a band comprised
of Lenny Kaye and certain
members of Blue Oyster Cult,
the energy that was spent
equaled that of any other act to
perform that night. The woman

The stage character of Patti Smith
is a combinat ion of Shirley
Maclaine, Sammy David Jr. ana
Mick Jagger. Wearing a dress and
boots that may have been used in
the filming of " The Grapes Of
Wrath ," the songstress plays up
to her audience while yelling
" Get up! Get upl " What Patti
lacks in guitar playing she makes
up in showmanship.
At around 2:30 in the morning
all the Todd freaks were aroused
and sitting straight in their seats.
Their hero was comingl Todd R.
and Utopia (Roger Powell keyboards, Kasim Sultan-bass,
John Wilcox-drums) took the
stage while gifts were ceremoniously passed to the front.
After having caught Todd Rundgren in practically every area gig
in the last two years one realizes
that the man 's performing repertoire really has not changed give
or take a few numbers. Even to a
devout fan the repetitiousness
can become a bit tedious.
Although the concert had its
highs ang lows the thought is
what counts and the thought and
intention was an honorable one.

The Roots of Jazz
where. It seemed that the Casino
appearance really made the
Glenn Miller band.
In the book The Big Bands,
About a month or so after the
Miller also switched from the
author George Simon gives his reco rding date, Miller's band
Brunswick
recording label to
opinion on the greatest band of played their first engagement , a
Victor's Bluebird label. Around
them all : " ... the one that evokes one-nighter at the Hotel New
this time, he recorded two of his
the most memorie.:; of how Yorker. They then landed a tenmost tamous songs, Sunrise Serewonderfully romantic it all was, week stint at the Roosevelt Hotel
nade
and the band 's theme
the one whose music people in New Orleans . From there, the
Moonlight Serenade. The latter
want to hear over and over again , band played at the Adolphus in
song was written during Miller's
is the band ot the late Glenn Dallas and the Nicollet in MinRay Noble days; Mitchell Parrish
Miller."
neapolis. Unfortunately, the
wrote the haunting lyrics. A few
Miller may not have had the
audiences in the last two cities
weeks later, Bluebird al!oo
most experimental jazz outfit in did not completely accept the
released
another
important
the forties, but his arrange- band 's sound. Although disMiller recording, Little Brown
ments popularized band music couraged , Miller kept making
Jug.
in a way no one else could have changes in personnel. He also
During the summer of 1939,
possibly done. Although it hoped for an appearance on
the band recorded its biggest hit
would be an error to say that · radio.
In the Mood. The tune was
Miller stuck to purely.commerwritten by musician-arranger Joe
By
the
fall
of
1937,
Miller
got
cial music, his records sold at an
Garland who had originally
amazing rate. This occurred, what he wished for. From the
given the piece to bandleader
Raymor
Ballroom
in
Boston,
the
however, only after his band
Artie Shaw. Shaw, however,
band
finally
began
to
broadcast
caught on throughout the councould not cut down the tune
coast
to
coast.
On
these
try. In the beginning, and like
from i'ts original eight minutes.
any other new bandleader, programs, Miller introduced his
Garland then gave In the Mood
MAILLER HAD TROUBLE GET- now-famous clarinet-lead style.
to Miller who arranged it for one
Unfortunately,
all
of
his
troubles
TING HIS MUSIC ACROSS.
side of a record. The audiences
Even before he formed his weren 't over. His new set of
always screamed for In the
musicians
proved
to
be
very
band , Miller had been a suc" Mood, and Miller was always
cessful jazz trombonist. He green; a recording session for
willing to oblige them with some
Brunswick
in
December,
1937,
played on jazz recordings of the
fancy musical showmanship. The
late Twenties and early Thirties. lasted five hours and produced
trumpets and trombones usually
only
two
sides.
Another
problem
He also arranged for the bands of
ended the song by swinging high
Ben Pollack , Red Nichols, the was the band 's morale; many of
in the air. In the Mood utilized
the
musicians
drank.
Dorsey Brothers, and Ray Noble.
Miller ' s typical devices ;
The
band
hit
rock
bottom
on
a
While Miller was with Noble's
especially effective was the reperoad trip through Pennsylvania
band , he decided to go out on
tition and gradual softening of
during the snowy 1937 Christmas
his own .
the melody until the music
season.
Several
of
the
musicians
Miller tormed his band in 1937.
sprang back in crescendo.
as
well
as
the
musicians'
cars
The tirst two years of the band's
By the beginning of 1940, the
broke
down
.
Conditions
became
existence proved to be the
Miller band had become such a
so
bad
that
by
the
middle
of
hardest. Looking for yo ung upsuccess that offers for playing
and-coming musicians, Miller January, 1938, Miller was ready to
dates started pouring in . On
give
up.
com bed the country. RehearBut atter a hiatus of abou t two January 5, the band opened at
sals usually took place every day
the Cate Rouge of the Hotel
in a two-story walk-up known as months, Miller tried aga in. He
Pennsylvania and followed that
Haven Studios on West Fifty- tound a whole new batch of
engagement with an appearmusicians
and
retained
only
four
Fourth Street in New York. Durance at the Paramount Theater.
players trom the original band.
Ing rehearsals, Miller possessed
Miller's schedule was unDuring
this
time,
Miller
added
to
great patience and would often
believable. He contended with
the
group
a
tenor
saxist
in
whom
drill a particular musician perhe had the greatest confidence, three radio rehearsals and
sonally.
Gordon
(lex) Beneke. He also programs for a week , two fiveHis lirst recording date ochired
a
vocalist named Ray or-six-hour sessions at the Hotel
curred in March, 1937. Millet
Eberle.
In
September , 1938, Penn sylvania , and four or fi ve
knew this session tor Decca had
singer
Marion
Hutton also shows a day at the Paramount! In
to be good, so he imple-mented
add it io n, Miller's band recorded
entered
the
Miller
band.
his young musicians ith som~
thirty record sides during a twoMiller
received
a
shot
in
the
top-notch veteran performers.
month period; the tunes inThus Charlie Spivak , Sterling arm on his birthday, March 1,
cluded the tamous Tuxedo
Bose, and Manny Klein played 1939. Word came from the bookJunction and I'll Never Smile
ing
otfice
that
the
band
was
on trumpets; Dick McDonough
Again which became a bigger hit
played on guitar, and Howard scheduled to play the famous
tor Tommy Dorsey several monGlen
Island
Casino.
Before
the
Smith played on piano. The sesths later.
Casino
opening,
Miller
whipped
sion produced a sound which
Next week: Glenn Miller's
his
band
into
shape
at
Frank
was and is not usually associated
Pennsylvania Six Five Thousand,
Dailey
's
Meadowbrook.
After
with Glenn Miller's band, dixieChattanooga Choo Choo, and
land. Miller, however, did stamp the Casino opening, Miller
more.
started
breaking
records
everyhis particular brand of arrangeby Mary Anna Polansky

ment on the tune Moonlight
Bay.
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Boomtown Rats: A Tonic For The Troops (CBS)
by Dawn Shepherd
At la st! The fi rst Boomtown
Rats album released properly on
these shores!
You see, I've been raving
abou t thi s band si nce late 1977 to
my frie nds and now in ear ly 1979
the frui ts o f IJlY labo r have been
rewarded with t he Rats opus, A
Tonic For The Troops.

·

A litt le backgrou nd for you
folks w ho have yet to hear o f this
band . The Boorntown Rats are a
group o f si x guys t hat hail from
Dubl in. Co llecti ng u nemploymen t and bored w ith t he d inosaur infested m usic scene they
decided to get a band together
for fun in mid-1 976.
Bob Geld~f is the lead singer
of the group and wri ter of all the
material. Johnny Fingers is the
pajama-clad keyboard player.
Garry Roberts and Gerry Cott
(the one with the shades) teams
up to make an· explosive guitar
duo. The rhythm section is comprised of diminuitive Pete Briquette on bass and fair haired
Simon Crowe on drums.
A Tonic For The Troops is a
stunning American debut from
the Boomtown Rats. I say
" debut" because although the
Rats previously released ari

album o ~ Mercury a year or so
ago it go t little promotion and it
d ied in t he cutout b ins. A Tonic
For The Troops is t he Ra ts debut
o·n CBS. Now wi t h a powerful
record company beh ind them,
th~ Rats are a fo rce to be reckoned with .
There are no " sl ow " songs o n
t his album save fo r the m id tem poish " Joey's on the Street
Again ." Almqst every so ng is
great to dance to; who needs d isco?
Relea sed
in
Br i tain . i n
September '78 here is a run down o f A Tonic For The Troops:
Side one starts off with " Rat
Trap," the Rats number one hit
in Britain a few mont hs ago, it being the third largest selling single
of the year. At this writing it's my
favorite song on the album , with
a dynamite sax hook, fingerpopping bass, and Geldof's
perceptive lyrics. " It's only 8
o 'clock but you 're already
bored/ You don '·t know what it is
but there's gotta be more/ You 'd
better find a way out, hey kick
down the door/ It's a rat trap and
you ' ve been caught."
"Me and Howard Hughes," a
gJeat song about the recluse
billionaire with catchy sing-

along choruses.
" (I Never Loved) Eva Braun ."
No, not cash ing in on Nazi chic,
t his tells t he tale o f Eva Braun as
told by Adolph . With a ShangriLa ish ,.,Are You Really Going Out
With Adolph? " int ro by a
mysterious female voi ce, Eva is
described as " j ust som e gi rl o n
t he make ." Question and answer
choruses creep up, " Oh no ?,"
" Oh yeah ?," " Yes, We see," and
a la la la chorus st raigh t out o f
" Le t ' s Spend
The
Night
Together."
" Living On An Island." On th is
cut modest Bob espouses the virtues o f being killed on an island .
" You can jump off a cl iff and get
drowned in the sea / Or be
dashed 'gainst the rocks and get
split. " The whole number is
tongue in cheek from Bob's
singing in a cheery t ourist
welcoming voice to the white drums and first-rate singing by
reggae rhythms.
Bob Geldof along with Bob's
Side two opens with " Blind sympathetic treatment of Mary
Date," a good dance tune with a in the song lead this to being one
funny lyric.
of my all-time .favorite songs.
" Mary of the 4th Form." Pre" Don 't Believe What You
viously released as a single in Read ." Written by Geldof, a
England (Top Ten), and in a former journalist, so . he should
flawed version on the tirst know.
album . This is one of their best
" She's So Modern ." One of
songs ever. Powerful rock guitar,

the best singles released last
year. Frenetically paced pop with
out-of-breath la la la's combine
with Bob 's banshee scream to
make one of my all-time faves.
" Joey's On The Street Again ."
A Springsteen ish saga of a guy
named Joey who disappears and
is believed dead.
A fine finale to a masterpiece
of an album.

Cheap .Trick: Live At Budokan (Epic)
by Anthony Cerqueira
Review o f. " Cheap Trick at
Budoka n" - C heap Trick (E p ic)
Cheap Trick is a f u n group.
Combin ing rock riffs w ith just
enough humour and Beatle-esque vocals, Cheap Tr.ick are a

Zap Pow
Mango
by Deborah Orazi
In case you don 't know, ZAPPOW is a six man reggae group
heavy on horns and vocals. Th~y
burst onto the scene seven years
ago with the decisive reggae anthem , " This is Reggae Music"
and had yet to repeat its success
until now. Their latest release
all the ~British new wave bands, titled siQJ.ply " ZAP-POW " onby Deborah Orazi ·
Mango, is as complete and satisA year and a half ago, the Clash and at times most commercial.
The album opens with a fying an album as " This is ..." was
released in Great Britain their
debut album , titled simpl y " The blistering rocker called " Safe a single.
Side ,one opens with a _bit o f
Clash," to rave reviews . Un- European Home." Immed iately,
fortunately it reached these The Clash 's only real problem disco reggae, (is this a -new
evident.
Joe trend?) " Roots Man Reggae. "
shores in import form only, the become s
victim of poor sound and shoddy Strummer's vo cals are best des- Pleasant for your feet and light
production (says . th eir record cribed as garbled - he gargles on on the lyr ics but not what this
company) . I qui te liked it. Songs hi s words. The eff ect is perfect album is all about. " Excuse Me "
like " London 's Burning" and for The Cl ash 's mu sic bu t murder is similarl y t ight wi t h suitably
" Complete
Control "
made o n lyri cs. Lyrics that convey elo- sou lful vocals and lots o f n ice
· much more sense to me than th e que ntly the band's stand on• life · horn ri ffs.
" Last War" closes th is side and
treacherous " Yo u Li ght Up M y and growin g up in t he '70's. They
Li fe" and cert ai n ly generated a are an integral pa rt o f under- is positively beat ific. Seven fu ll
lot more energy. The Clash are stand ing t he son gs and the band m inu tes of sk il lf ully woven horns
also reggaeph iles - stru m mer and rather t han Chuck Strummer and sopo rific bass . Robu st voca ls
loves the stuff - so t hey incl uded w hy not break down and include are suppli ed by Beres Hammon d
and equally lusty backg round
a poten t reworking of Junior a lyric sheet Epic.
" Julie's in the Drug Squad "
vocals (Jah Jah Children A risen! )
Murin 's " Police and Thieves."
has a very untypical f~ el for The by t he rest of the ba nd. Do I see
They're alright in my book.
Clash, 'New Orleans' is how Joe another single in ZAP-POW's
As of this writing CBS has no
describes it, and who is the un- future?
intention of relea sing that fi rst
credited musician o n fancy stride
Not for ten minutes into side
al bum in the States, but instead
pia no?
two do we find nother gem of
gave our boys some studio time
The
Paul Simenon 's thumping bass this caliber, " W o rld. "
and a new pro ducer, Sandy
is the b ackbo ne o f " Last Gang in albums longest cut at eight
Pearlman , to come up w ith a
Town " wi t h Ni cky 'To pper' m inutes, it fades in-and out on a
more acceptab le produ ct. The
Headon keeping up the pace on jazzy note. Time changes prevail
result is " Give Em Eno ugh Rope':
d rums . " Drug Sta bbing Time" the cut sw itching from those
and the verdict is, The Clash have
features an ir:ife ctiou s chorus and jazz-like interludes back to a
done_it aga in.
is great for danci ng - well , ,jum- softer melodic framework .
A second song on this side also
Most of the ten new son gs ar e ping up and down - despite th e
features· t his split tempo, " Let's •
terse litt le masterpieces pla yed ominous t itl e.·
Fall in Love." Dreamy b reaks and
fast an d f u.ri ous with a hit and run
There's no filler o n thi s al bum - echoes, topped w ith a breathy
effect o n the liste ner. Mike
Jones, lead guitar and Joe The Clash are too scrupled an d flute make for a modest love
Stru mmer, vocals and guitar, are ta lented for that; so w hy not so ng.
A worthwhile investment if
the
primary
songwtiters. ignore t hei r ' punk ' label and
Together th ey deliver tunes that listen. I'm telling you , The Clash you can find i.t in your reco rd
shops. Demand the b e·,tl
tend to be the most melodic of are Rockers!

Give 'Em Enough Rope
'rhe Clash-Epic

helluva good ·time band . what the Beatles had to deal
Although on ly arrivi ng on t he with .
scene as o f late, these -gu ys give
It's hard to put a f inger on wh y
an impression that t hey've been Cheap Trick are so popu lar- and
doing th is a long time. The appealing. 1,ead guitarist Rick
release of " Cheap Trick at " Huntz Hall " Nielsen turn s out
'Budokan " comes at a right time ample rock, licks while pretty boy
for the band when a live display Robin Zander d ishes out the
of the group's talents is in order:
vocals which remind one of the
Japan is a stronghold for Beatles or the Raspberries.
Cheap Trick and t he 11 ,000 seat Cheap Trick are exponents of
Budokan arena in Tokyo was ex- pop-rock which is different from
actly the ri ght place to record a power-pop. The band lie o n the
few live si des. -Th e entire . heavier side of t he tracks.
Back to t he albu m . The title of
" Budo kan " albu m o perates on a
h igh level o f hysteria . The reco r- the son gs (I Want You To W ant
d in g is chock f ull o f squeal s and Me, Need Your Love) seem to
screams from young Japanese urge the crowd on . There seems
schoolgirls. At times it sounds as to be a pulling action between
if Godzilla is making one of his band and audience. Both seem
to complement ea ch other.
many rounds through Tokyo.
Cheap Trick packs the live " Come On Come On " whips the
numbers. with a wallop. The . crowd into a mindless · frenzy.
opening " Hello There "
" Budokan ' '· is one of those rare
welcomes the crowd and sets the live albums that draw heavily
pace for an exercise in high from the presence of those in
energy. Cheap Trick approaches attendance . '.' I Want You To
their material with enthusiasm Want Me" and " Need You r
and vigor. '!Surrender" from the
Love" breathe with excitement.
" Heaven Tonight" album is per- An excitement that is not felt too
often these days. " Budokan " is a _
formed hei-e with excellent vocal
live album worth looking into.
support from both Robin Zander
Cheap Trick contribute to the
and audience. There are an awful
idea that rock and roll can still be
lot of screams on this album and
one can only be rem inded of f un and sweaty at t he same t ime.
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OVERSEAS STUDY PROGRAM
AUSTAALI-A
\

Why Study Abroad?
Make your college career more mean.ingful , more
interesting , expand your personal experience and
background , and make yourself more compet itive
in the job market upon graduation . Consider one
.of the " study abroad " programs offered by CIE.
Being placed in a different environment ,
providing as it will new cultural exposure ,
intellectual stimulation , and personal enrichment , ~ay prove ·to be the single most
valuable experience in your college career.

, (Spring Semester)

the program , students are usually assigned 15- 16
credits. Credits may be applied to fulfill general
education , major, or elective requirements .

Eligibilitv
Normally, only students at _New Jersey state
colleges are eligible for CIE programs . Each
campus establishes its own criteria , but generally
students are selected on the basis of maturity ,
initiative, academic performance , and faculty
recommendation .

Background of CIE
CIE is a voluntary consortium representing seven
of.the eight New Jersey state colleges. It is now in
its fifteenth year of operation and has sent nearly
two thousand New Jersey students abroad . All
programs have been developed and are
constantly supervised by academic personnel
from the var ious member colleges- with the
interests and needs of New Jerse.y state c ollege
students specifically in m ind .
No new program is sponsored by CIE until it is
convinc: d of its sol idity and academic quality .

How Study Abroad
Fits Into Your College Program
Your study abroad program is the equivalent of a
semester 's work . Upon successful complet ion of

Costs
Along with quality, cost rema ins one of the prime
criter ia of a CIE program . Actually , you will f i~d
that , for little more money than you would spend
at home , you can spend an exc it ing semester 1
abroad . Arrangemen ts for board and lodging are
included in the quoted p ri ce. Since you are
techn ically cons idered to be a student at you r
college when abroad , you are entitled to the same
forms of f inanc ial ass istance available to regular
students .

CIE is presently organiz ing a semester at the
Austral ian Un iversities of Wellongong and New
England in New South Wales and at Latrobe in
Melbourne. Courses are offered in all major liberal
arts areas, inc lud ing mathematics and the
sciences . There are also offerings in the area of
business management .
HOUSING
Hous ing is provided either in un iversity res idence
halls or approved off campus housing .
TRAVEL
Australia has a mild climate, and since your
semester cor responds to the Austra lian fall . you
will find this an ideal time to travel. The " downunder" continent contains some of the world 's
most unusual scenery, plants , and ani mals- much
of wh ich you will want to see.
COSTS
..
Cost includes rou·nd -trip .tra nsatlant ic flight with
open end return within o ne yea r, orientation
program , tuit ion , fees , fu ll room and board ,
medical and hospital insurance, and selected
cultural and social events.

J

OTHER
POSSIBLE PROGRAMS

Application
Additional information and application forms are
available from Edwin J. Williams, W109-A or W107
or call 527-2166.

Your local CIE representative can provide you with
information on other possible programs, such as a
full year in Italy or a semester in Mexico. Future
programs are being considered for France,
Greece. Poland , Spain , and Japan .

.

DENMARK
(Spring Semester)

ENGLAND

AN AMERICAN COLLEGE
WITHIN A GREAT FOREIGN UNIVERSITY
· Since the European system of higher education is
quite different from that of the United States . CIE,
together with DIS (Denmark's International
Student Comm ittee) , has set up w ithin the world famous Unive"rsity of Copenhagen a program
similar to an American college semester. The
professors , all of whom speak excellent English ,
are either members of the University faculty or of
equally distinguished institutions such as the
Royal Academy of Fine Arts and the Copenhagen
School of Economics

SIXTEEN DIFFERENT COOPERATING
COLLEGES AND POLYTECHNICS
CIE cooperates with colleges and polytechnics in
virtually every corner of England . Because of the
number and 'diversity of the ·i nstitutions
cooperating with CIE, you are assured -of being
placed in a school offering a program in your area
of interest. Colleges offer programs primarily in the
humanities and education ; the polytechnics offer
programs in the social and .natural sciences,
applied studies, such as business administration,
computer programing , and graphic arts.

New Jersey students share classes with students
from many other American colleges, both public
an.d private, ranging from the State Un iversity of
New York to Whittier College in Californ ia. All
ln1tructlon Is In
, English.
Students select courses from a broad offeringone that stresses the social sciences , humanities
and European arts . The latter is especially
important since Denmark is the home of
"Scandinavian Design". The country also excels
in model programs in special education.homes for
the agl}d , nursery schools and penal institutions,
many of which can be freely visited . Students
interested in business or economics may elect
courses dealing with the problems of social istic
econom ics or trade between capitalistic and noncapitalistic states.

HOUSING
.
Board and lodgirrg are with a Danish family that
can speak some English . A minimum of two
students are usually assigned to a family . A
student may elect a Collegium (dormitory) as an
alternate arrangement.
TRAVEL
Broaden your educational experience even more
through· travel. Traveling in Denmark with its
excellent transportation system and story-book
scenery is both delightful and inexpensive. DIS
can also assist you with more ambitious traver
plans. All points in Europe , from Germany to ·
Greece are only hours away . Among travel options
is a low-cost tour to the Soviet Union over the
Easter recess.

-y. ":"""'i:, round-trip transatlant;c flight with
Eliza. ...,ithin one year, orientation

••IIII IECI ·1-:.1.NAi.-,
room and . board for
, 1111
I insurance,

(Fall Semester) ·

New· Jersey students att~ncl classes with English
students and, as far as possible, are integrated into
the regular English pro9rams including most
extracurricular. activities. To make the program
even more meaningful , CIE in recent years has
moved into the area of student exchange whereby
during the same semester a New Jersey student
takes the place of an English student who then
studies at a New Jersey college.
The program as a whole is under constant
evaluation . In order to meet the changing needs of
New Jersey students, the list of cooperating
Engl ish educational institutions is constantly
being updated and expanded . Over a fifteen year
period, for example, thflre has been a dramatic
change from offerings primarily in the area of
professional education to a variety of-educational
and professional alternatives, many designed for
the career oriented student. To assure a
consistently high level of performance , CIE , both
through correspondence and personal contact,
maintains a close liaison with all the cooperating
English schools.
·
HOUSING
Students are lodged either in dormitories along
with other Eng~h students or in college approved
housing .
TRAVEL
Travel can become a delightful part of your English
experience. Distances are short; the climate is
mild ; people are friendly ; public transportation is
excellent. England, as well as neighboring Wales,
Scotland , and Ireland, are treasure houses of art
and history. The geographic diversity for so
compact an area is amazing and adds
immeasurably to your travel experience.
COST
Cost includes round-trip transatlantic flight with
open..nd return within one year, tuition, fees,.
,oom and board, and · medical and hospita,I

insurance,

-

.ISAAEL
(Spring Semester)

AN AMERICAN COLLEGE WITHIN A GREAT
FOREIGN UNIVERSITY
As in the case of DIS and the University of
Copenhagen , the overseas program of Tel Aviv
Un iversity has organized semesters within the
greater university based on the American model
where all instruction is given in English . Israel is
like Denmark in that English is alm-0st a second
language, spoken by many Israelis. Courses are
offered within three broad areas: Judaic and
Middle East studies; social sciences and the
humanities ; visual and performing arts .
Considerable flexibility is permitted in
programming, depending upon the interests and
abilities of the students. Independent study in
specific areas can be arranged , and . field.
experience is often an integral part of a program . In
addition to the courses taught by regular
professors from the University , students
oftentimes have the opportunity to enroll in
courses given by distinguished visiting professors .
HOUSING
Housi[lg is in attractive dormitory apartmentseach containing two bedsitting rooms , a full
kitchen and a spacious balcony . Students can
either prepare meals themselves or eat in the many
cafeterias and dining commons on campus .
TRAVEL
Ctasses are arranged so as to perm it you the
max imum opportunity for travel. The topographic
variations of Israel , ranging from the lush
sem itropical vegetation of the north to the dry
Sinai , are nothing short of outstanding . The site of
countless civilizations going back to the very
beginn ing:. p f human society, Israel is often
considered to be one vast archeological site-yet
the country contains some of the world 's most
advanced technology . Public transportation in
Israel is excellent and inexpensive . In addition ,
hitchh iking is a national way of life , for crime is
virtually unknown . Personnel from the overseas
program w i l l ass ist you i n your trave l
arrangements .
r

COST
Cost includes round-trip transatlantic flight with
stopover privileges and open-end return within
one year, tuition, room and board, fees, medical
and hospital insurance, and selected cultural and
social events .
·
SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarship assistance in varying amounts is
available to outstanding students who can
demonstrate financial need.

.,
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Tutors are available to help students taking Principles of Accounting in Instructive Room A of th e I nst f uctional Resources Center (2nd floor, left of Hutchinson Hall) during the following times:
The Center will begin Wednesday, February 14, 1979
Tutor
12:15- 3:05
Ann e Smith
5:00- 8:00
Haren Main
Tuesda y
9:30- 1:30
Neil Mooney
5:00- 8:00
H aren Main
Wednesda y
8:30-10 :30
Jill Brower
11 :00- 1:00
An ne Frede rico
5:00- 8:00
Jill Brower
Thu rsd ay
12:15- 3:00
'
An ne Sm ith
5: 00- 8:00
Ji ll Brow er
Friday
11 :00- 2:00
Anna Frederico
Cop ies o f t h is schedule are availabl e in the M anagem en t Science Department and are pos ted in the
Inst ructional Resource Center.

Monday

THIRD WORLD MOVEMENT

pr.esents
The First Annual

KING AND .QUEEN
CONTEST 1979
Applications will be available in the
Third World office or see Hilda Beasley in
603 Sozio Hall, Kean College.
Deadline for applications will be
February 27, 1979 - 4 p.m.

iSGOINGON...

Thursday, February 22, 1979
9:30 a.m .
12:00 noon
12 :15 p.m .

in a concert _performance

MARCH 1, 1979
at the Wilkins Theatre
For the Performing Arts
at 8:00 p :m.

12:15
1:40
7:00
7:40
8:00

& 7:40 p.m .
p .m.
p .m .
p .m.
p.m .

10:00 P;,..~·

Squires First Aid Squad
Red Cros.s Blood Drive
Wilkins Lecture Committee presents :
" Of Times, Tombs and Tr~asures" film
Black Awareness Films : " Black Shadows on
A Silver Screen," " Black Music in America,"
" Black Music in America ," " Legend of
John Henry," " Prejudice"
Survival Seminar - Picking a Safe Neighborhood
Kean Instructional Team
Exodus Gospel Choir Rehearsal
Alpha Theta Chi
Third World Movement presents :
Maurice Maner & Leroy (ventriloquist)
Space Age Disco

Grill Rm
Grill Rm

Evening Student Council
CIAO " The ltalin Club" Wine & Cheese
" Meet The Greeks" Social

Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm
Clg. Ctr. Cafe.

Kean Instructional Team
Kean Instructional Team
Kean College Children Theatre Series presents :
" Twilight Crane" $1 tickets
Om~ga Psi Phi

Alumni Lge
Mtg Rm A

Sloan Lge

Little Theatre

JlOO
Alumni Lge
W202B
PA143
)143

Friday, February 23, 1979
7:00 p .m .
7 :00 p.m .
9:00 p .m .

Saturd.ay, February 24, 1979
8:30-4 :30 p._m .
11 :00-2 :00 p .m .
11 & 1 p .m .

ALL STUDENTS
There will be a BLOOD DRIVE on THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY 22 from 10:30 a.-m. to 4:00 p.m. It
will be held in SLOAN LOUNGE. PLEASE come
and donate your pint and hope that you don't
get it back. Call 355-9771 for more information
or the Squire's First Aid Squad at campus exten
sion 2J66.

. 9:00 p .m.

Sunday, Febru.ary 25, 1979
.5:00-7 :00 p .m.
6:00 p .m.
7:30 p.m .
8:00 p.m .
Monday,, February 26, 1979
12:00 noon-7 :00 p.m .
12 :15 p .m .

9:00 p .m .
Tuesday, Febru.ary 27, 1979
12:00 noon
12:10 p.m.
1:30 p.m .
1:40 p .m.
1 :40- 2:55 p .m .

"

Coming Soon! . .
I

Join Russell Stokes
and Ken . Belle.r o
for · the
First Annual 100
Hour· Radiothon!
All, proceeds benefit
The NJ Easter
Seals Society~
Tune in to
WKCU AM 59 to find out
how you can help.

•

7:40,~10:00 p .m .

8:00 p.m .

Wednesday, February 28, 1979
12:00 noon
12:00 noon-7 :00 p .m.
12:15 p .m .
3 & 8 p.m.
3 & 8 p .m .

8:00 p .m.
8:00 p .m. .

, I

Wilkin s Theatre
Grill Rm

Commencement
Mass
CCB Film : " International Animation Festival "
& " Allegro Non Troppo" 25ct admission
Groove Phi Groove

DR 1-11-111

Black History Art Exhibit
Lecture - Professor Stambaugh
" On the Meaning of Ambivalence"
Omega Psi Phi

Frt. Lge

Browsing Rm
Wilk ins Theatre
Grill Rm
Mtg .Rm A

Jl00
Browsing Rm

Spirit of Life Ensemble Art Exhibit
.,.,
Frt. Lge
Mass
Alumni Lge
Human Sexuality Workshop
Browsing Rm
Budget Hearing
Grill Rm
IVCF
]101
EEO
J131
International Students Associat ion
J102
IFSC
W207
Latin Sorority
W200
Outing Club
Jl32
Biology
.
•Bl09
Council for Exceptional Children
J137
Speech Theatre Media
VE114
Science Organization
B123
EAS Dept. Meeting
WlOO
Yoga Club
T210
Association for Computing Machinery
. J134
Nu Theta Chi
VE211
Omega Sigma Psi
W202B
Delta Sigma Pi
J142
Lambda Chi Rho
W300
Nu Sigma Tau
W317
Rho Theta Tau
VE114
Sigma Beta Chi
J335
Sigma Kappa Phi
]143
Nu Sigma Phi
Tl16
Zeta Delta -Pi
T208
Nu Delta Pi
B109
Sigma Theta Chi
B123
Sigma Beta Tau
•
'
W213
Third World Movement & Townsend Lecture Series
presents : Angela Davis
" Perspectives on America "
W ilkins Theatre
Woman Talk
Black History Art Exhibit
Ash Wednesda y - Mass
SI A Film : " The Pawn Broker" free
English Dept. Film : " The Lonliness of
the Long Distan ce Runner"
(Discussion after 8:00 film)
Groove Phi Groove
Christian Prayer Meeting

Alumni Lge
Frt. Lge
Brownsin g R.m
Little Theatre

Jl00
Grill Rm
Browsing Rm
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Entertainment
CCB Film Presents
The Sunday Night Movies

featuring

""International Animation
Festival"

and
"" Allegro Non Troppo"
February 25
Wilkins T heatre

7:30 p.m.
25(1; admission

Student Activities
Wednesday Movie of the Week

''The Pawn Broker"
February 28
Little Theatre

3 & 8 P.M.
Free Admission

The English Department
presents

"The Adolescent In Film'
A three part series followed by discussions
with Kean College Faculty Members
• Wednesday, f'ebruary 28
The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner
• Wednesday, March 28
The Winslow Boy
•• Wednesday, April 25
The Member of the Wedding
All films will be shown in Room JOO Hutchinson Hall
• WiJI be shown at 3:00 and 8:00 p.m.
•• Will be shown at 3:00 p.m. only

Come to the next Coffeehouse on March. 8. Coffee
and tea, 25c: donation. Anyone wanting to play, contact Dave in CCIJ2 or call
527-2573.

Lunchtime Theatre

presents
EGAD
WHAT A CAD!
A Hilarious
Meller Drammer
Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Feb. 27, 28
March I
at 12:30
in the Little T heatre
Admission: 49¢

eseNoticese Notices eNot
ATTENTION
ALL notices submitted to the Independent must be typed,
double spaced. Any notice that is not done in this format will
not be considered for publication. Deadline for all notices is
Friday at 5:00 p.m.

Any jazz musicians interested in competing in the
Student Activities second jazz audition on March
19 should contact Mark Prowe in CC 112 or call
527-2617 for information.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
MAJORS
There will be a meeting for all pre-professional
physical thera py majo rs, on March 5, 1979, at
12:00 p.m ., in the Little T hea tre. T he program's
chairmen will be present at that time. It will be to
your benefit to attend.
Applications fo r Graduate Assista ntshi ps a re
now being accepted in the Offi ce of Adva nced
Studies. Seniors who are planning to enter
Graduate Sch0ol at Kean College for the Fall '79
semester are eligible to apply for one of forty-three
Graduate Assistantships which are offered for a
full academic ·year to matriculated graduate
students. The assistantship allows the student a
waiver of tuition and fees for a -rn:.:if.~.~.
credits or a maximum of 12. credits per semester,
plus a stipend of $80.00 per week. Graduate Assistants work 20 hours per week. Assistantships are
availabie in the following departments:

Mr. Marshall Andrews of
Exxon Corporation will address Omicron Delta Epsi lon on Tuesday, Fe bruary
27, 1979 at l :40 p.m. in
Room J30l. His lecture will
be on the "Economics of Petroleum Industry." For further information, please
contact me at extension
2577.
Graduate students in the various Psychology Programs, will
be doing their internship_in the
Counseling Center. Dr. Bill
Angers, from the Psychology
Department, supervises these
students in his practicum
courses.
Lillian S. Ostrin, a school
psychologist will be availa ble
on Thu rsdays between 5:307:30 p. m. Bob Hegedus who is
curre ntly a public school
teacher, will be at the Center on
Thursday afternoo ns . .Yvonne
Dennen another graduate
student will be available on
Wc;dnesdays between 2-4 p.m.
Carol Durnak, an alumni of
Kean and a social worker, will
be at the Center on Mondays
from IO:OO a .m.- 12 :oo noon.
All professional services
provided in the Counseling
Center are open to the Kean
College community. Please feel
free, and dro in.

r:r.a~-=-1!:=====:=!::==~~..;:,;;;;~
College
Happenings

Admissions
Campus Center for Women
Career Planning & Placement
Child Study Institute
Counseling Center
Day Care Center
English Writing Lab
Exceptional Educational
Opportunities
Financial Aid
Fine Arts
Graduate Student Council
Housing

Intramural-Recreational Sports
Instructional Resource Center
Math Lab
Office Advanced Studies
Office of Vice-President for
Academic Affairs
Psychology I
Psychology II
Reading & Study Skills
Center
Registrar
Student Activities
Teaching Performance Center

Job descriptions and applications are available
in the Office of Advanced Studies, T-l06. Application deadline is April 2nd. Kean College is an
equal opportunity/ affirmative action employer.

MORK, CHARLIE'S ANGELS
AND HOWARD COSELL
WILL NOT BE THERE
HOWEVER, YOU CAN!

T~ Kean Instruction Team
would like 200 students to participate in a Student-1:•aculty Exchan1e on Teachin1 and Learnin1
on Saturday, February 24, 1979,
from 9:00 a .m.-3:00 p.m.
If you are interested call Carol
Brash at ext. 261M or stop by the office in Willis 201.
·
There are only 20 places so caU
immediately and reserve your place.

Classifieds

Club Happenings• C_l~b

•·ouND
Last Semester 12/78
Three keys on nowered key chain~
Call 527-2072 to claim . Reading
and Study Skills Center J202A.

Do you like to go

CAMPING• HIKING
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
Well come to the Outing Club meetings every Tues. in J-132
at I :40. We will be discussing trips and outings for the spring
semester. Some of the intended trips include backpacking,
sailing, x-c skiing, bicycling and repelling. If you are interested in the club, but are unable to attend the meetings, call
Tom at 277-6877 or Mary at 377-9162. Hope to see you
there.

The Sigma Xi Club of Kean College will present a
talk by Dr. Charles Murphy of the Department of
Earth and Planetary Environments entitled, "Sun-Weather Relationships: An Unanswered Prayer."
The talk will be held on Tuesday, February 27,
1979 at 3:00 p.m . in room C-218 of the Science
Building. J<' ollowing the presentation there will be
a short business meeting for members. All interested members of the College com~unity are invited to attend. Refreshments will be served.

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!!

D.J. ERIC
Music For All Occasions
Specialization In Disco
Professional Recordin1
In 8 Track Tapes
(201) 482-2069

RECORDS AND TAPES
fiREE! Record and Tape Catalogue. IMPORT and DOMESTIC
at LOW fiscount prices. MC and
VISA honored. YO U CAN'T
BEAT TH E BEST! DJ's, P .O. Box
223, 'foms River, N.J . 08753 .

TheBIONIC D.J. on
W~CU NY159

INCOMI<, TAXES PREPARED
A1· YOUR HOME reasonable.
l "hree years experience with H&R ,
Block, two years private. Call 2898386.
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Advance To Playoffs

Icemen Defeat Fordham 6-2
For the third straight year, the
Kean College Hockey Team will
be in the Metropolitan Collegiate
Hockey Conference
playoffs. The Squires (12-8-5)
played one of the greatest games
in their young history Sunday
night when they beat Fordham 6-2 to eliminate the powerful
Rams from the playoffs . The victory gives Kean a five game
streak without a loss, and eight
out of their last nine games. John
"Lights Out " Lang paced the
Kean attack with two goals and
one assist . Lang's linemate Don
Gambardella collected three assists as the Squires shelled the
Fordham goalie with 39 shots on
goal, which pleased the large
crowd . Bob Guimareas, Mike
Griffin , Ed Cooney , and Mitch
Edwards each contributed a goal,
while defenseman Dan Celliano
collected two assists in the winning effort. Kean took charge
early against Fordham with a 2-0
f irst period lead. Kean added two

more goals in the second period,
and was up 6-0 before Fordham
rui ned Kean 's goalie Lou Nyitray 's b id for a shut out as they
scored with just seven minutes
remaining .
The amazing Squires beat Fordham on a great defensive effort ,
w hich is the key to Coach Tom
O 'Donnell 's system. " In hockey,
a good defensive team will beat a
better offensive team constantly" O ' Donnell states. Coach
O ' Donnell
praised
Captain
Center Mike Griffin on his
" greatest defensive effort. " Griffin saw plenty of ice time,
especially when the Squires were
shorthanded, and he not only
stopped Fordham , but also
scored a shorthanded goal.
On Satu rday night, the Squires
scored in double figures for the
5th time this season as they beat
Central Connecticut 10-6.
Freshman standouts Chad
" Roadrunner" Reiber and Bill
" Schultzy " Schultz paced t he

Kean attack with two goald each .
Freshman center of the " express
line " Bob Mccardle scored a
goal as did Mike Griffin , Dan
Celiano and John Primavera.
SLAP SHOTS: The Squires have
momentum going into the
playoffs and are ticketed as the
team to beat ... John Lang is closing in on John Primavera 's
record of consecutive game goal
scoring streak of 7 ... Lang now
has 6 ... Kean goalie Lou Nyitray
continues to be tough in goal ...
Kean faces Stonybrook on Sunday which could very well be for
seco nd place in the Eastern
Division ... Kean 's victory over
Ford ham was number 50 for
Kean Coach Tom O ' Donnell
who has an impressive record of
50-29-9.

Skaters Recruit For National 'fitle
by George Edmondson
As the Sq u ire Express rolls into
the Met Lea~ue Playoffs, Kean

Recreation Round Up
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
recreational hours are now :
Five-P~yer Bilsketball
Monday through Thursday 9:00Twenty-one men 's teams and
11 :00 p.m . and Fridays, 8:00nine women 's teams will be
11 :00 p .m . The pool and the
competing i n this year's intraweightroom will remai,:i open
mural basketball tournament .
for recreational use.
Games w ill be played MonCLUB SPORTS
day-Thursday from 6:00-11 :00
Ski Club
.
, p.m . and during college hours.
The ski report from the lastThe Department of IntraHuntertripwasTREMENDOUSII
mural-Recreational
Sports
Next excursion - Sunday, Febwould like to thank all the teams
ruary 25, 1979, again to Hunter
for their cooperation in attendMountain. The college coming the organizational meeting.
munity is welcome to make seat
One-on-One 8,1sketball
reservations at the college center
Nineteen men signed up for
beginning Monday, February
an intense singl e elim inat ion
19th. The bus will leave 6:30 a.m .
basketball tournev . n ,p tou rney
from the gymnas ium . Bus tra nsl TJ..--- ... !IJ ~ - - n ■ .n.,no n-~ •titf@~ K@c1ri"--College
·11 b
la yed during college
porta, ur ' . ·
wh I
e PFebruary 20th . W atch
ide ntif icat ion is needed to board
our o n
h bus Lilt tickets are only
th is col umn fo r the annou ncet$1~ 50 Sk i Club advisor, Da n
ment of t he winner.
· · .
DON'T FORGET
Goldstein .
Ping-Pong and Badminton en~
CLUB SPORTS
try deadline is February 23rd .
SCHEDULE
Hurry over to D-114 in D' Angola
M onday
Gymnasium to sign up! B<:Jth
Karate Club - 5:00-6 :30 p.m_.,
events will have the following
CSW-109, Advisor , Chris
divisions :
men ' s
singles, Caggiano.
women's singles, mixed doubles.
TUESDAY
OPEN RECREATION
Dance Club - 1 :40-4 :20 p.m. ,
Because of the scheduling of
intramural
basketball , open D-107 , Advisor, Bill Chaison.

Gymnastics Club - 1 :40-2 :55
p.m ., CSW-118, Adv isor, Mary
Kay Menell.
Yoga Club -1 :40-2 :55 p .m ., T210, Advisor, Mike McHugh.
Scuba Club - 1 :40-2 :55 p.m.,
Campus
Pool,Advisor,
Alex
Bittman .
WEDNESDAY
Karate Club - 4:30-6 :00 p.m.,
D-1 07.
Yoga Club - 8:00-10:00 p.m .,
D-107 .
TH URSDA Y ,
Gymnastics Club - 1 :40-2:55
p.m ., CSW-118.
Dance Club - 1 :40-4 :20 p.m .,
D-107 .

MEN'S TENNIS

Savitt.
h
·
hould
An one interested in trying out fort e tennis !earns
stop
the Athletic Office in D 'Angola Gym and fill out an application .

by

Sports Trivia Quiz
1. What nation holds the
record for the most number of
gold medals awarded to th~m
during the Stoke Mandeville
International Wheelchair Games
for paraplegics?
2. What sport is Chris Taylor
associated with?
.
3. Who was the first two-time
champion of ABC's Superstars
series?
,
4. Name the Associated Press
Male and Fema le At hl ete of the
Year for t he year 1972. (Hint:
1972 was an O ly mp ic year) .
s. In 1975, Roger Penske's Formula One Grand Prix driver w as
killed in a high speed crash at
Austr ia. The team came back the
next year to record ~enske
Racing's only Grand Prix w in.
Name both drivers.
6. This famous golfer ~lmost
lost his life in an automobi le ac-

cident in 1949, but he came bac~ .
and in 1953 he won the Masters
the British Open, and the U.S.
Open . Name this golfer.
7 _ Identify the " Yankee
Clipper."
.
8. Name the Japanese sport in
which the highest position is
Yokozuna or Grand Champion .
9. Who is Edson Arantes do
Nascimento?
10 . Why does Roger Maris' 1961
record setting mark of 61 home
runs in a single season always
have a speci al not at io n to it in the
record books?
·uoseas
e u, sawe8 Z9L a,aM a,a41 'L96L u1 ·uoseas
e u; sawe8 vSL a,aM a, a41 ' pJO:>aJ a41 1as
41 ~'!1 aqea ua4M asne:>aa 'OL ·a1ad ' 6 '8LI!II
-sa,M owns ·9 ·o,88ew!0 aof 'L "ue8oH
uaa ·9 ·uosieM u4of ' (pasea:,ap) an4ouoo
,pew ·s ·naqJO)I e81O '21,d<; ~,ew
·i, '·J['a1o}l aJA)l ·f'8u!IIS3JM ·z'·v·s·n 'L
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Hockey Coach Tom W . sick returned and the Squires
O ' Donnell is planning for the bega n to play good hockey. As
future. Facing the loss of several the squad points towards the
key p layers, O ' Do nnell and h is p layo ffs, Kean netminder Lou
crack staff have bee n pounding Nyi tray, " W e' re gon na show
t he recru iti ng tra il t he past few everyone just how good w e
months look ing fo r the h igh really are!"
school pla yer that fits t he " KEAN
Recruiting has played a bi g
MOLD."
part o f th is years success. FreshRecruiting at a Division Ill men Bob McGardle, Chad
school is anyth ing but enjo y- Reiber and Billy Schultz have all
able. O ' Donnell , who in three made a major contribution to the
years has become one of the top Express . Reiber has been on fire
young coaches in D ivision Ill, ever since he joined veterans
knows the frustration . " Other Capt. Mike Griffin and John
schools offer scholarships and Primivera at mid- season to form
financial assistance. O ' Donnell Kean 's number one scoring line.
states, while here at Kean I can The high scoring trio is averaging
offer our academ ic program and two goals a game. Reiber has also
the fact that we have established demonstrated his versitility by
Kean as a college with a winning working with the penalty killing
hockey program ."
un it .
Schultz and McGardle are
Winning is correct, as the
Squires have been in the league teamed with Mitch Edwards to
playoffs in every year of their ex- form the Kean checking line.
istence. Last season the Icemen Schultz , a mid-year addi ~ion
enjoyed t heir fi nest ho ur as _t~ey from Cranfo rd , is a good skater
captured t he Eastern D1v1s1o_
n and playmaker. He recently had
t itle in the M.C. H .L. As for t h is his best o ffe nsive performance
year, the Squires strugg led of t he year, a two goal game
through a tough first half. A com- against Central Connecticut.
Bob McGardle is one half of
bination of injuries, illness and a
killer schedule pushed Kean to the famous Madison Connecthe lower half of their division. tion . His partner , Freshman goal/Continued on page 4)
Slowly the injuries healed, the

'Clinical' Workshops

Officiating W ith Cohen
by Romayne Eaker

The Kean College men 's varsity tennis team w_ill begin practice February 20th in preparation to defend their N.J.S.C.A.C.
title of the 1977 season .
h
.
D 'd
Returning State Conference singles C amp1on
a_v1
Cheung will be starting h is fourth season for t~e Sd~~~~
Netmen. Also returning are Mike Panso , Rich Boye an_

by Jim Cregge

Phoro by Par Gallanie

Kean defense sets up for a Fordham attack.

in all E.J. said that the meeting
was so organized he felt that the
officials will take " officiating
seriously," not like in the past.
Joe Torres, a recreation major
doing his internship as Supervisor of Intramural Officials, also
thought the clinic went well. He
stated that " Steve Cohen made
the meeting a learning experience, he took time to explain in
detail the role of an official. " Joe
also felt the meeting was very
well organized , and was pleased
that so many students took time
and energy to attend the clinic.

On Monday, February 12th,
the Intramural Basketball Officials Clinic met with the Director of Intramural-Recreational
Sports, Steve Cohen, w ho led the
clinic. Approximately twenty
students, both men and women
attended .
Cohen is trying to provide t~e
intramural sports program with
more structure and organization than in the past. He h_
o\Jes
that students will take off1c1ating basketball seriously. He was
very pleased with the turnout
and the enthusiasm the students
exhibited.
Cohen covered various techniques of officiating such as hand
signals and court procedures. He
told the students the type of
dress for officials and the condit ions they will be officiating
under. He covered all the rules
for basketball. Students ask~d
many q uestions which were
answered by Cohen in detail. .
Co hen first gave examples in
t he clas sro om on a b lac kb oard
an d t hen took t he st udents !nto
the gym and taug ht vario us
techn iques o f basket ball officiat ing.
A lter t he clinic, a few o f the o ff icials got to gether : E.J. Warren
felt t hat th is w as the most
" organized cli nic." He also
stated that Cohen d idn' t just talk
and rush through the clinic. All

He feels that Cohen is doing a
great job and that he is learning a
great deal from him .
Cohen wants to thank all the
students who attended the
clinic. According to Cohen,
when he first came to Kean
College " I realized a lot of work
in terms of organizat io n and administration of the department
had to be done. "I am pleased
with what we have done up to
this point. 1 can sense more and
more students are becoming
aware of, and involved in, our
program. "

4't

-

Photo by Joe Learherwood

Cohen shows Joe Torres and Women's Basketball star Elaine
St eve
ff. . .
Carroll some finer points of o 1c1,1tmg.

